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tax break
by Nathan Denny

by Rob LaP/ante

$TAFF WRITER

SPORTS EDITOR

Legislation is under way to intnxluce
a bill in Minnesota that passed at the
federal level last year.
The bill consists of several tax breaks
for college students
as well as their
parents.
The
bill,
authored by Sen.
Dave Kleis (R-St.
Cloud), is currently
in legislation.
"Basically what
itis, is a bill that has

For the third consecutive season and fourth
time in fi ve y~rs. the SCSU hockey team
advanced to the Western Collegiate Hockey

Association's Final Five Tournament.
With SCSU's 6-2 win Sunday night, the
Huskies won the best-of-three series, two
games to one against Michigan Tech

University.
The Huskies took game one Friday night

by a score of 6-4. Tech bounced back
Saturday night with a 3-2 win, forcing

Sunday's game.
The win ensures a ticket to the WCHA
final Five Tournament starting Thursday

~;~dy a!~~e°1~~~1
DAYE KLEIS
level.
This is an effort to try to get the state to
conform,"
said
Mollie
Quinn,
spokesperson for the Jl.11nnesota State
Uni versity
Student
Association
(MSUSA).
In a news release by the Minnesota
Community College faculty Association
(MCCFA) last month, Kleis said, "Last
year we substantially increased financial
aid for students from low 'lo moderate
income families.
The benefits of this legislation will
reach middle-class families who often do
not qualify for grant programs."
The details of the bill concern certain
stipulations involving tax breaks for those
who are financing a college education, be
it for their children or for themselves.
If passed, the legislation would provide
a continuous tax relief of approximately
$7 .5 million each year.
Accordi g to the news release, the
legislation would allow students to claim a
deduction of up to $ 1,000 per year for paid
interest on student loans on an "above the
line" level.

night when the Huskies take on the University
of Minnesota-Duluth at 7:35 p.m. at the
Bradley Center in Milwaukee, Wisc.
Sophomore defenseman, Josh DeWolf,
said the win Friday night was big, but the .

Huskies knew ~TU would ncit"throw in the
towel.

•

'They're a good team," DeWolf said.
'They're a bunch of warriors and battle you
all the way."
All the way is exactly what MTU forced
and after Saturday's win, SCSU sophomore
wing Matt Bailey said the Huskies had to
regroup for Sunday's final game.
"We were all disappointed with Saturday's
loss," Bailey said. "Especially having the lead
in the third period and letting it slip away."
The Huskies would come out Sunday and
play what Head Coach Craig Dahl described
as one of the teams best efforts of the season
"I thought it was one of our best efforts of
the season," Dahl said. ''I thought our Win at
North Dakota was our best game, but this one
is right up there."
The winner of the SCSU-UMD game will
take on top-seeded University of North
Dakota Friday at 2:05 p.m. at the Bradley
Center in Milwaukee, Wisc. The other game
will be Friday night between Colorado
College and the University of Wisconsin.
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SCSU records shows rise in number of thefts
January 1997. Thefts increased by 32 percent
and 31 percent for the m@nths of November
and December of 1997 from those months in
1996.
The difference between burglary and theft
is based on an expectation of the right to
privacy, explained Miles Heckendom m,
director of University Public Safety. .,
If a person's private space, like a donn
room, is entered so that ~is/her property can
be stolen, that constitutes burglary.
Heckendom said there is an imaginary barrier
at the doorway where the private space
begins.
Forcible burglaries include instances
where there is force, damage or destruction of.
property that occur in order to steal property.
Non-forcible burglaries show the perpetrator

Thefts increase by
.27 percent,on campus
by Mandy Jackson
CO-NEW$ EDITOR

Though the numbers are sma11, thefts and
burglaries on campus increased in January
1998 compared to January 1997.
The campus crime statistics for January
1998 showed a 64 percent increase in major
crimes which was attributed to burglaries. In
1997 there was one alcohol arrest in January
whi le there were two forcible burglaries and
one non-forcible burglary in January 1998.
With 15 thefts in January 1998, theft
inc~ased by 27 percent from thefts during

News/ 3

.

used no sign of force in order to steal the
property, such as whe_n a door is left
unlocked, Heckendom explained.
· 'Theft is when property is stolen from a
commons area, like a book bag stolen from a
table in the library.
"It's the same property and the same
victim, but there is an expectation of the right
to privacy," Heckendom said. "An incident of
burglary on campus might be a theft in St.
Cloud by state statute."
UPS uses Uniform Crime Report
definitions w.hich are different from state
statutes in some cases.
Heckendom said a lot of thefts can be
avoided. Book bags and coats are examples
of commonly stolen items that could be
prevented. There are times when thefts may

.. Opinions/ 9

.

be. more likely to OCCur, Heckendom said,
such as during final s and breaks.
-Some thefts and burglaries were domestic
or roommate disputes, Heckendom said.
Though there have been some domestic
disputes over clothing and property, he said,
they still have to be defined as what they are
when they are crimes.
Out of the 15 thefts reported last January,
four were in Halenbeck Hall, while there was
only one reported in the other buildings that
had thefts. Heckendom said Halenbeck has
some characteristics that make it more
susceptible to thefts.

Go ro THEFTS,
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CAMPus & CoMMUNTIY BRIEFS
Benton County man
escapes from jail
using trite tricks

involved in the Sentence to Serve program.
This program allows inmates to leave jail
for a time each day to work. They rerum to the
jail later in the day.
Tuesday momi.ng, Worth left with the

Sentence To Serve crew. At 1:30 p.m.,
Michael Sean Worth, 19, from Sauk Rapids, employees realized Worth had escaped.
managed to escape from Benton County Jail.
After leaving the jail, Worth got a ride into
His getaway plan was not high~tech or St. Cloud with a woman at a nearby school. He
complicated. He employed a few old tricks and told her his girlfriend was in labor at St. Cloud
..rnanagedtogetawayfor24hours.
Hospital. By 9 am. Wednesday, Worth was
.. Worth took clothes from another inmate and , recaptured.
·
then he propped his "pillows and blankets 10
Worth is~~ to go to court Monday and face
make it look like someone was sleeping in his a charge of escape. He was serving a sentence
bed Then he Simply left the Wilding.
for the sexual assault of a 13:year-old girl.
WorthmadehisescapeonTuesdaymoming
The inmate who loaned Worth clothes
andwasbackinjailwithinoneday.
also faces charges for his role in Worth's
Worth borrowed clothes from an inmate escape.

WHAT'S
HAPPENING
TONIGHT
Monday Night Live
10 p.m. Red Shadow

Chorus is simulcast on
KVSC 88.1 FM and UTVS

channel 6.

TUESDAY
St. Patrick's Day
Wear green and be merry.
Surahoolies are playing The
Red Carpet. Also, McRudy's
and O'Hara Bros. have
specials go!ng on.
McRudy's and O'Hara B(os.
have specials going on.

WEDNESDAY
Financial Aid
Students will be able to
~ick up financial. aid in the
Atwood Ballroom on
Wednesday through Friday.

MARCH 30.
Application deadline
Spring quarter graduation
applications are due.

CoRRECTION
In the March 12 edition, a brief
titled "Beware: dangerous e-mail
virus loose" described the effects of
a reported new computer virus.
However,
the
"WIN A
HOLIDAY" virus is listed at
www.icsa.net/services/consortia/an
ti-virus/lab.html. This site by the
International Computer Security
Association has identified the virus
as a hoax.
To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
-University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.
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1997 floods, women
observed at SCSU
Phillip Schumacher, science and
operations officer for the National Weather
Service's office in Grand Forks, N.D., .js
coming to SCSU.
Schumacher is working on a project with
Bob Weisman, professor of earth sciences,
and senior Jason Selzler, meteorology major.
Their project, the Cooperative Operational
Meteorological Education and Training
Program, is focusing on . Northern Plains
stonns called inverted troughs.
Schumacher will talk about the 1997 flood
in Grand Forks at 4 p.m., Wednesday in room
124 of the Math-Science Center.

STATE

Teacher Mary
Kay LeTourneau
pregnant again
Mary Kay LeToumeau, 36, is
alx>ut 6 weeks pregnant. said David
Gehrke, the woman's lawyer.
LeToumeau is serving seven and
a half years for her sexual
relationship witti a 14-year-old boy.
She said she considers the boy the
love of her life:
She has four children from a
former marriage and a daughter b}'
the boy. Gehrke said the unborn
child's father is most likely
the boy. Gehrke said the unborn
child's father is mos1 likely
LeToumeau•s 14-year-old lover.
LeTourneau said the child's
fa1her is not aware of the pregnancy
yet.
·
She was imprisoned in February
after she and the boy were found in
a car.

& NATION BRIEFS

Scientists make
Dolly sweater
A 13-year-old girl designed and
modeled the first sweater made
from the wool of Dolly, the cloned
sheep.
Holly Wharten created a blueand-white sweater with Dolly's
likeness on the front as pan of a
national competition.
This sweater has been on
display in London's Science
Museum since last Friday.
Dolly is a Finn Dorsc\ sheep,
and staff at Leeds University said
the clone's neece was a little bit
and staff at Leeds University said
the clone's neece was a littJe bit
longer than wool of most Finn
Dorsets. However, they explained
this was probably because Dolly
was well cared for, not because of
the cloning process.
.
The wool fell off the machine
twice and scientists described

YFARS AGO•••

1lle Ike and Tina Turner Review
entertained SCSU on Oct. 12,
1972, in Halenbeck Hall.
Ticket prices for the Thursday
night Homecoming concert were
$2 for students and $3 for the
public.
There was a slight delay in the
show which. was sponsored by
MEC Rock Concerts Committee:
Tina, who started out as Annie
Mae Bullock; met Ike while he was
perfonning at a n1ghtclub.
Ike was playing organ and his
drummer put a microphone in front
of Tina's sister. When the sister
refused to perform, Tina grabbed it
started making mu.sic. Later,
she j'?ined the group.
Ike began his career at age six.
His mother gave him a piano, and
he taught himself to play. When he
became good, he would play for
anyone and formed the band which
led him to Tina.
In 1966, the couple hit it big
with "River Deep, Mountain High."
Then in 1970, the couple and their
band released the LP Come
Together; and their success grew.

making this first sweater as "a very
scary" process.

Asteroid due in
30 years will
miss earth
NASA researchers reported the
asteroid that is headed toward earth
will miss the planet by 600,000
miles.
Last
Wednesday,
the
International Astronomical Union
announced an asteroid, callcil 1997
XFl, would pass Very close to the
Earth in 2028. They appealed to
XFI, would pass very close to the
Earth in 2028. ~ey appealed to
astronomers lo study the asteroid's
size and orbit.
NASA's
Jet
Propulsion
Laboratory has done some
investigative work, according to
Don Savage of NASA.
Brian Marsden of IAU said

learning about the asteroid 30 years
before it will arrive is helpfuJ. He
said it is far enough into the futurethat it can be dealt with ~ earth
would maybe even have technology
capable of deflecting such a blow.

Matchmaker

works wonders
A professional Matchmaker
helped turn 39-year-old Jack
Russell Nordahl, Jr.'s life into a
'1ove typhoon." .
Susan Mills .. of J;xclu~ive
Connections in New Hampshire
helped Nordahl change his
Connections in New Hampshire
helped Nordahl change his
romantic luck. Now, he is Canada's
most eligible bachelor.
Nordahl is the chief executive of
Nordahl Homes in Augusta, Ga.
He described his choice as proactive and not leaving his life to
chance.
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His presentation is called "A
Meteorological and Hydrologic Overview of
the 1997 Red River of the North Flood."
This seminar looks at the weather-related
causes of last year's floods. The presentation
will include photos of .scenes from the
damaged areas, including Grand Forks.
SCSU also ~as events celebrating
Women's History Month. The Women's
Center is co-s1xmsoring events for "Living
the Legacy: · Celebrating the 150th
Anniversary .of the Women's Rights
Movement."
Events include "American Sojourn" on
KVSC 88.1 FM at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. There
are also films showing and speakers.
For more information, contact the
Women's Center at 255-4958.
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Professor goes national with ATM crime
Criminal justice
professor an ATM
security expert
by Tyson Jahn
STA.FF WRITER

There are many famous faces on
the SCSU campus and criminal

justice professor F. Barry Schreiber
is one of the most recent figures to
emerge as a national expert in the
field of automated teller machine

crime.
Schreiber has appeared as an
... ATM security expert on "Good
~ Morning America," '"The CBS

Evening News with.Dan Rather afld
Connie Chung," and he was a
consultant to "Dateline NBC" on
Feb. 23. He also represented the

SCSU criminal justice department
on national television during Husky
hockey intennissions.
The six-minute piece on A1M
crime, ''Take The Money and Run,"
was broadcast nationally, and
Schreiber received on-screen credit
as a research expert for his
contributions to the program, which
began last July.
·
Schreiber said the whole ATM
security issue started wh~n he went
to a bank security meeting in 1995
as a replacement to give a
presentation.
"I went as a last•minute
replacement
and gave the
presentation about AThf's retail"
delivery," Schreiber said. ''I was
curious about ATM security."
Schreiber said he clearly
thought the security issue would go
national and has said USA Today is
goin~- ~ :be ru"'Ming '.~ ~~-~~~ ,

Julia Peterson/AssoOA.TE EDrroR

F. Barry Schreiber, criminal justi~e professor, was an expert on NBC's "Dateline" for a special on
ATM crime and safety. Schreiber has taught at SCSU for 18 years.
ATMs next week.
"Going national wasn't my first
ambition, I just wanted to do the
research and the issue attached
itself to customers and people,"
Schreiber said. ''They (NBC)
contacted me first. I didn't ask how
they got my name, but they
probably contacted the banking
institution."
Schreiber has contributed a
chapter, "ATM-Related Crime," to
the Bank Administration Institute's
ATM Security' Handbook. He is
also the author of several articles on
ATM qi~ and security issues and
~ ~book~;;~
-·secu_rity" ih1 the

1990s. He also serves as editor and
publisher of the monthly ATM
Crime and Security Newsletter on
his own time.
Some interesting information
from the Bank Administration
Institute's national survey of ATMrelated crime included a rate of one
customer
victimization
per
3,540,855 transactions. The most
dangerous hours for ATM
customers were from 7 p.m. until
midnight and most customers were
victims
of
robbery
after
withdrawal, forced withdrawal and
of other property (wallet, jewelry,
etc.).

The most frequent type of
incident was a single customer
confronted by one perpetrator as the
customer was leaving the AIM.
The most ·common types of
violence to customers were assault
with a weapon (52 percent), a
simple assault (29) and verbal
threats (17).
The ATMs where the incidents
took place were mostly walkup (93
percent) and were outside of a
building with free access (84 ).
Nearly six out of 10 ATM crime
sites had no security cameras at all,
and 22 percent had transac~on ;,
C3!?eras only. .

Victimized customers were
almost always (95 percent) visible
to another persori. AThf crime sites
were freqbently in business districts
(50 percent), shopping centers (15)
and residential areas (13).
Schreiber said the studies he has
done have helped him become a
better professor and said what he
Was fascinated most by the
J.experiment was that everyone has
the ability to learn something new.
"I feel tha.t working on a
national task force and doing the
research has made me a better
professor,"
Schreiber
said.
"Anybody can be a world-class
expert in something, and plenty
needs to be done."
Schreiber's peers, such as the
director of the CJS graduate
program Robert Prout,· have
commented on his research.
"He stuck with it in a positive
way and he grew in it and worked
on the project for a long time,"
Proctor said. "He happened to start
in a new area, and he went with it."
Prout also said Schreiber's
teaching methods are among the
best he has ever seen.
"Since I have been here at
SCSU, since 1972, he's the best
classroom teacher I have ever
seen," Prout said. "All the students
I have come across have always
said only positive things about
Schreiber, and I am thankful we've
been able to keep him here."
Schreiber is currently in his
18th year of teaching at SCSU, in
both undergraduate and graduate
programs. This spring he is
teaching an undergraduate CJS
.111 course, which is related to
Jaw ,enforcemen~ and humaq
behavior.
-

Campus reps kick off spring quarter Admissions .
by Shawn Neudauer
MANAGING EDITOR

poisition down
to threeJiirzaltsts

TUDENTS LO~ti.N NAfrotll'
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School's back in session, and the student
representatives began fulfilling their duties
with the first of a series of weekly
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spril'lg quarter Thursday at 5 p.m. in Atwood
Memorial Center's Voyageur Room.
.

The director of admissions and recniltment
position is in the final stages of being filled as

kn,ow,,

sev~ s°iu~~ta!~\~;is =~stsd!°n~
the open gallery portion of the agenda.
.One
campus
organization
was
represented by Jane Olsen of the SCSU
Women's Center. She gave a report on the
statistics of violence against women on
campus since the beginning of the academic
year.
Another group was the SCSU women's
hockey team. A large group of the team's
members asked for, and received, $2,000 to
help finance a trip to a national competition.
with legC>la{dts Small.
The SCSU men's volleyball team also
· .''We~toJreep·QurmeetingS5Dlalf
requested money to help finance a trip to a:
,eaClimember~ldhave·a~chanceld~
competition. They received $1,208 to help
fiehld,"'llie': ~d \•!J.,a.st ~; W~,:t1a(l.;2J:r
with transportation and entry fees.
;pepp!~ tfuWdM in an office; and i t ~ ~
Another request was in the form of a ,for everyon~ Co ask question."
·"
letter written by Rob Callahan of First
The ~de,il$ met with people SlJCh a£
People. Callahan's Jetter was read by_another
Sen. Paul Wellstone and Rep. Collin
student in his absence. In it, Callahan asked
Peterson.
;-., . _,.
the members of Student Government to
Amy !'f!nsen, senator-at-large fut'
grant initial recognition to an SCSU chapter ' ' csu:s g9terni0g body, was· witlt the
of the American Indian Movement.
befOre She le'.ft~
And finally, the members of Dramatic
the trip bllf~isfielt..c'
Action requested $400 to help pay for a
spa:cedrnoteHIAn~(eW
guest speaker.
gal~~.owi~iri:;ue~~;~~oe~. th;tu~~ ti~~::ttyd S~ent~~~::~o~: /':~:

a

ais

~~

il,e ,A,

imaging.' changing ~, inlq-eSt rates· (o

stUdent loans and changtn.g.tbe ageastuden

ca.it declare independence!J

,S.he .·describe4 :optitjil '.fo¥n~ as'2 the:

pr~ ofstori!l&Jt~n't,$griature onl
computerfileandl~terc3.stngit~eomplete
fOiiris'Sent. to, VariOUS:ils:encie:s, both
'gOVetnmental arid privO.te: '
'
"I1n, really agaillst tlii§ idea," HoVanet1j
said. ''lthinkthereisjuSttOOmuchroomfor
error or fraud."
Hovanetz said the tri{> went well but that
sl!e was looking forward ~pijng quarter.
H~n returned frQI!J:Washµtgton late
S\lnday ru1d was · unavajlable; for further
ccinuilent.
SflAWNNEtibAUER

:j~:J~:

!:~ntations to students,

Each of the finalists gave a JO- to 15-minute
presentation on separate days Tuesday through
Thursday. The finalists were each asked to
address "how the recruitment of students will
change in the 21st century."
"We wanted to get inside people's heads,"
said Barry Wegener, director of Marketing
and Communications. "We asked this question
to _see how good they were looking into the
future."
A search committee made up of about 12
members was in charge of reading letters of
recommendation and matching up job
descriptions. · Wegener said there were
originally 11 applicants for the position, and up
until last week there were four finalists.
The members represent major departments
throughout the campus, and the finalists were
also interviewed by faculty members, minority
studen.t programs and the admissions
office.
·
Wegener said David Collins, assistant dean
of admissions at Indiana University of
Pennsylvania in Indiana, Penn., received two
other job offers and decided not to pursue the

;;.__~=-------------~=~-- ·

Government president, read her report of a
recent lobbying trip to Washington D.C.

detailed the agenda they followed in
Washington and described some of the bills

being represented at the nation's capitol.

SCSU job.

-----G-◊-TO-DI_R_E-CT_O_R_,-P-AG_E_6_•
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SCSU celebrates National
Women's History Month
Women's Center schedules
events' speakers for March
by Christine Larter
STAFF WRITER

Monday, March 16, 1998

Chronicle

:s~o~~mi;t ;:~~~h!:° i:n~L~:~:ra~~ ~;:;/
Celebrating the 150th Anruversary of the Women's

Rights Movement." Events mclude several speakers, a
film festival and a daily radio broadcast called
"American Sojourn" on KVSC 88.1-FM.
"It's a broad picture to give people many
perspectives," Olsen said. "There's something for
everyone if you choose to take the opportunity."
One event planned in part by Olsen is a keynote
speech by Julianne MaJveaux at 7:30 p.m. on March 25
in Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium.
Malveaux's address is titled "Rights and Wrongs:

March is National Women's History Month, an
opportunity to celebrate the women's rights movement.
This is the eighth year the SCSU Women's Center is
helping the community to remember what women have
accomplished.
Women's Center Director Jane Olsen said Women's
Women's Status in the U.S. Economy." Nationally
· f-!istory Month is a time to highlight contributions and
renowned, Malveaux is currently 1he host and
accomplishments of women. It
,
executive producer of "The
is also a chance to celebrate the
Julianne Malveaux Show."
diverse perspectives of women
Malveaux, an economist, writer,
and provide education to allow
syndicated columnist and
people to expand their vision of
scholar, will speak alxlut the
history.
issues related to the connections
Recognition of women in
between
economics
and
history began in 1978 in
women's political and social
California with the Education
status in the United States.
Task Force of the Sonoma
Olsen, who attended one of
County Commission on the
Malveaux's addresses, said she
Status
of Women.
The
was very impressed with her
commission started Women's
analysis, straight talk and style.
History Week in the local public
She said Malveaux made her
school system observed the
laugh and think at the same
Jane Olsen
week of March 8.
time. She found Malveaux very
DIRECTOR
The
remembrance · of
engaging and had impressive
WOMEN'S CENTER
Women's History takes place
substance to share with her
during March to include
audience.
International Women's Day.
"People should take advantage of what a campus
The beginning of this one week in one county
has to offer in bringing a national perspective," Olsen
combined with, encouragement from women's
said. "I think she will appeal 10 people because people
organizations to appeal to Congress for an official
are generally concerned with social justice and politics.
Congressional Resolution for one week set aside for
' Her forte is around economics, public policy and
celebrating women's history. The outcome was the first
women, a timely presentation."
joint resolution for National Women's History Week in
The Women's Center and sponsors invite everyone
1981. This expanded to a month in 1987.
to join in the celebration of National Women's History
Many special evenlS are planned on campus for the

People should take
advantage of what a
campus has to offer
of bringing a national
perspective.

Month. The even~ are free and open to the public.

Want to

Sophomore files charges
against Chronicle
by Karlee Morgan

originally submitted."
Karim followed the university's
procedure for reporting complaints
Muhammad Karim, sophomore, of discrimination. After a threehas filed a charge of discrimination month investigation, Laurel Allen,
with the Minnesota Department of affinnative
action
officer,
H~man Rights and the Equal determined Karim was not
Employment
Opportunity discriminated against.
Commission claiming he lost his
Karim declined comment but
position at the SCSU University stated in the Feb. 26, 1998, issue of
Chronicle
because
of the St. Cloud Times the accusations
discrimination based on his race were false.
.
and disability.
''They falsely accused me of
Karim is a blind African- violating Chronicle policies and
American student who worked as a journalism ethics," Karim said.
reporter from November 1996 to
Karim applied for news editor
March 1997, then as news editor the following academic year but
from March to May 1997.
was not,reselected.
In May, Karim was reprimanded
"All I want is for the Chronicle
for show~ng a story on native to admit wrongdoing and publish a
Colombians to Janice Courtney written apology to me," Karim told
Walker, assistant director of the St. Cloud Times. "It should
University Programming Board, acknowledge
practicing
before publication. Walker was also discrimination and retaliation and
a source in the story.
pledge itself to rectifying the
The Chronicle ran an editor's problem to ensure that such actions
note in the May 13 issue stating: not occur in the future."
"Showing unpublished material to a
Michael Vadnie, University
nonstaff member is ·a violation of Chronicle adviser, sent Karim a
University Chronicle policy' as well personal memo apologizing for the
as basic journalistic ethics and way the editor's note was handled.
practices. University Chronicle did Karim was not sittisfied with this
not authorize or nor does it condone and wanted a public apology.
news editor Muhammad Karim's
"We were not aware until Feb.
rule violation. Copy editors state 26 that Muhammad declined my
the first version contained an error apology," Vadnie said. "If all he
of fact (pertaining) to coca leaves wanes is a public apology, we have
and doubt the closing Noreymaku · had a fonnal apology prepared to
quote was present in the copy print.".
STAFF WRITER

CHECK

IT OUT!
WORK
AT CAMP!

lt:a,a.lld

your
horizon?

• Great Wages (48 hours/week)
• Reasonable Housing ($32/month)
, Performance_Bonus
• Swimming pool & exercise room

more, University
Chronicle Staff
writers are always

• 1SO College Student Positions open
, Make friends with other students
from all over the United States!

needed.
News huddles are

Mondays and
Wednesdays at 4:30
p.m. in Stewart Hall 18.

APPLICATIONS BEING.
ACCEPTED NOW!

If you like sunshine, swimming laughing kids and
campfires, then we've got the job for you! The
Girl Scouts have exciting positions available at
Camp Lakamaga near St. Paul, Minn, Camp
Northwoods near Bayfield, Wisc. and Camp
Austin on the edge of the Boundary \\Taters
Canoe Area in northern Minn. Earn $1,600$3,325 for the summer.
Program Counselors
,Program Directors
Waterfront Director
Horse Wranglers
Food Service Managers
Food Service Assistants
Wilderness Program Director

Lifeguards
Sailing Instructors
Canoeing Instructors
Dusiness Managers
Health Care Directors
Horseback Riding Director
W ilderness Trip Leaders

Camp Lakamaga, directed by Betsy Paulson, is geared
toward girls ages 6-13, offering introductory camping programs and specialty programs.

JOIN ONE OF OUR DISCUSSION GROUPS

Herbert-Itasca Rooms -·Atwood

Spedal _Fall Orientation and

Camp Northwoods, directed by Kelly Feder, is a high
adventure program geared toward girls ages 10-18.
Camp Austin, managed by Heidi Favet, provides a small
group wilderness camping opportunity for girls grades 1-12.

'I

BE PART OF OUR SOLUTION AT ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY
Sign up for a Discussion Group at the Student Government Office.Atwood.
Watch for more Discussion Groups later this quarter.

Stop by for a Girl Scout cookie or schedule a 15-minute
i1ifonnation interview at the SCSU Job Fair, Thursday,
March 26. Contact our e-mail address:
<IntownStvgs.girlscoutscv.org> or call (612) 227-8835 or
1-800-845--0787 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
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Thefts
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Page 5

UPS seeks to .improve campus

Out of the 15 thefts reported last
January, four were in Halenbeck Hall,
while there was only one reported in
the other buildings that had thefts.
by Mandy Jackson
Heckendom said Halenbeck has some
characteristics that make it more
CO-NEWS EDITOR
susceptible to thefts.
There is an investigation into 59me
University Public Safety has been looking at
recent thefts in Halenbeck that have new ways of communicating public safety
been the same type of thefts, he said. concerns and issues to the.campus community.
There have been two scenarios
One of these new fonns of communication
concerning thefts in Halenbeck, took place Wednesday in the Lady Slipper

security-through open forums

Heckendom said. There have been a
few in the last several months that
involved juveniles from outside the
campus community.
Some juveniles have ·been
apprehended and are being deall with
by the athletics department, the St.
Cloud police department and officials
off campus, according to Heckendorn.
Also, there has been personal property
stolen from lockers, he said.
There has been one major UPS
concern that decreased significantly.
Open doors decreased by 58 percent
for the month of January from 1997 to
1998. There had been increases of 18
percent and 22 percent for the months
of November and December from
1997 to 1998.
"Thefts can heighten awareness,"
Heckendom said. He said that
awareness may have been a reason for
the reduction in open doors. There
have been notices placed around
Halen beck by the staff in that building
due to the recent thefts.
Information about crime reporting
policies, personal safety and sexual
assault and drug and alcohol polices
can be found on the web page for UPS
at http://condor.stcloudstate.edu/-

Room al Atwood Memorial Center and

Thursday in the North Voyageur Room of AMC.
· These were open forums on security hosted by
Miles Heckendom ill, director of UPS and
Michael Hayman, director pf Residential Life.
"We're looking at ways we can improve
security both in the.residence halls and around
campus," Hayman said.
The forums were a chance for students to
express concerns and give input on campus
security issues.
"I think students, like us, want lo look at
policies and procedures," Hayman said.
The forums were an opportunity to get input
from students on security suggestions which
may be considered for use by UPS and
Residential Life.
Some suggestions were the use of security
cameras in public areas (like lobbies, lounges,
elevators and laundry rooms), locking residence
hall stairwells and providing keys to residents
and hall staff, locking the residence hall main
entrances 24 hours a day, employing more night
supervisors, and installing security phones or
buzzers in hallways and bathrooms.
"We need to look at security and make sure
personal freedom isn't curtailed," Hayman said.
Ir stairwell doors were to be locked all the time
or even only at night, if might raise fire safety
concerns, Hayman said. There is uncertainty
alx>ut which doors would be locked and when

and if each stairwell door would be locked or
only the lobby door.
Security phones or Suzzers would be a way
for a student to alert someone from a restroom or
hallway if they are being attacked or harassed. A
sound or signal from the alarm could aJert others
on the same floor, people at the front desk or
UPS officers. There are several devices which
would alert different people in different ways. .
Another issue discussed was the blue light
security phones around campus. Heckendorn
said !here are 19 or 20 security phones. He said
he would like to see a security phone system
where a phone could be seen when standing at
any spot on campus.
Heckendorn explained the proper use of the
current system. When !he dOOr is opened on
the phone, a loud noise is made at the location
of the phone. When the button inside the box
is pushed, UPS officers are alerted.
'7wo overt actions are needed to alert Public
Safety," Heckendom said.
However, Heckerldom said the security
phone in Barden Parle alerts the St. Cloud Police
Department because the park is the property of
the city of St. Cloud.
"The university does not own its own
switchboard," Heckendom said. This causes
problems when trying to track harassing phone
calls. Heckendom said he is looking into caller
tracer units which could be hooked up to phones
to trace incoming calls.
"Star-six-nine costs money," Heckendom
said. He explained the service for getting the
number for someone who previously called
a roorii may be too expensive for the university
lo get on campus phones.
A unifonn prefix for campus phone numbers
could be another possibility, Heckendom said.

~~~,-·- ~-

Battle of the Bands
March 31, 8 p.m.
The QuarFy
Applications available in AMC
• 118, due Mar~h 23

lflt •-·---The 1'eople vs. Larry Flynt
March 19-22, 7 p.m.
Atwood Theatre

Exhibit· ''Unbelievable Weavables"
Baskets counesy of Atwood staff
Through March 31
Atwood Display Cases
Exhibit• "I INK THEREFORE I AM"
Acollection of work by
cartoonist,Jim Benram
Through April 29

Minnesota Woman Writer's Symposium

James Sewell Ballet
March 29, 7 p.m.
Rltsche Auditorium
Tickets available AMC 118
Free with SCSU .student ID;
$6 non-SCSU student, children and
senior citizens; $10 public

~-. ~-Atwood Memorial Center 118
(320) 255-2205
Mon.-Fri., 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Phebe Hanson, Edith Rylander
and Faith Sullivan
.March 23, 7 p.m.
Atwood Theatre, Free

Latest IJisgrace
March 17, 8 p.m.
The Quarry, Free

However, at Thursday's forum, Lee LaDue,
coordinator of Sexual Assault Services,
mentioned the problem with the 255 prefix in
the past has been that prisoners from the
St. Cloud prison have dialed any 255 number
to harass people.
·
Communicating securily issues to the
community has also been done through safety
alerts posted on building cloors. The safety
alerts are meant to do two things, Heckendom
said. They should heighten awareness and seek
knowledge for additional information.
A color coding system may be used for the
safety alerts u~ing yellow, green and red.
Yellow signs would be cautions, for example, to
alert students about stolen bookbags. Green
signs might be about personal or environmental
safety issues. Red would be for crimes like
sexual assault.
Before spring break two safety alerts
were posted. Heckendorn said there have been
no leads provided in either case.
In a safety alert posted on Feb. 19, two
women reported separate incidents of being
both racially and sexually harassed. One
woman was harassed when men made an
attempt to enter the locked restroom she was in.
Another woman was harassed while walking
between Centennial Hall and Administrative
Services.
A posted alert on Feb. 20 described an
incident where a woman was approached by a
man on his hands and knees while she slept on
the floor of her room in a residence hall. The
man aJlegedly made sexual advances before he
left the room.
Both safety alerts offered advice: keeping
doors locked, walking in groups and being alert
to surroundings.
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Director
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The three finalists are Annette asked for comments on the
Day,
assistant . director
of ·, candidate and asked the form be
admissions at the ' University of returned to· Frank Loncorich,

Minnesota - Twin Cities; ,Timothy
Utter, director of admissions at

chainnan of the search committee.
The name of the new · director

Concordia University in St. Paul

will be released this week, and

and Scott Flanagan, "assistant vice
president of enrollment services at
St. Francis College in Ft. Wayne,

Wegener said this person could start
as soon as two weeks. He said there
are a lot of considerations that need
to be taken into account such as

Ind.
After

all

whether or not the first offer is

evaluation form was handed out to

the

presentations

accepted and when they can. leave
their other job.

people in the audience. This form

"I am eager to get this person
started," he said. "I will be.working·
very closely with the new director
because it is our objective to get
won:tout about the university."
SCSU is in the process of
conducting more than 50 searches
for faculty and staff.
"After all the hiring is done
SCSU will be a well-oiled
machine," Wegener said.

College Assistance Now...
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Tax breaks
It would also allow taxpayers
to save up to $500 per child per year
in an education IRA, allowing
tax-free withdrawals from accounts
ifthemoneyisusedforthcpayment
of tuition or room and board.
Similarly, caxpayers would be
a~le to withdraw from current IRA
accounts penalty-free if the money
is used for higher education
expenses.
The bill aJso aJlows .employees
to exclude employer-paid tuition
from tax.able income.
This is currently in etrect and
would be extended to May 31,
2000, with the passing of the
legislation.
However, that has yet to occur.
"We're not sure where it stands
right now on the floor,'' Quinn
said.
Kleis remains confident that the
legislation will be included in the
1998'stax bill.

PAGE1

"We usually try to c·oordinate
state tax policy with federal policy,"
Kleis said in last month's news
release. 'Th~e measures will help a
lot of Minnesota families afford
college. I expect broad support from
legislators."
This legislation was authored by
Kleis at the request of the StudentFaculty Coalition. .The most
adamant members collceming the
bill were MSUSA and the Inter
Faculty Organization (IFO). The
IFO is the organiz3.lion of the state
university faculty.
With this legislation students can
expect some relief in tuition and
other education-related costs. Kleis
said his role in the effort is to make
it easie'r for parenls and students to
finance higher education and reduce
the burden of borrowed money.
"Our goal is to make hlgher
education affordable for all
Minnesotans," Kleis said.

r------~-----,
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...Job Skills For Tomorrow.
Ifyoo'relookingforhelppayingforcollegeexpenses,considerthebenefitsofjoiningthe
Minnesota Army National Guard. For just a few days a month and a few weeks a year, you can earn ~
upto$Z7,000incollegeassistance.
That's not all. Yoo11 receive training in one of 300 different job skills that you can use ina civilian
career after you graduate. Make the decision that pays off tooay ;i.nd tomocrow. CALL NOW:

255-2908

or

MINNESOTA

202-6488

I Give to a friend. If they sign a lease with Campus Management, I
I you receive $25.00 off your 1st months rent (98-99 school year). I
I
Your Name___________
I
L .- - - - - - - _ :._ _ - _ ..J
Health Services

Four bedroom townhomes for individuals
or groups up tb four.

Student Staff
Peer Educator Positions
1998-1999

Campus Clipper and Metro Bus Service
with three trips per hour to SCSU

M•H4Mfl 1 i ◄

• Program Planning • Marketing
• Developing Organizational and Leadership Skills
• Peer Education/Public Speaking on:
Contraception, STD Prevention and Drug/Alcohol Abuse Prevention

• Experience in Health Promotions/Risk Reduction
• Semester Honoraria • In-Service Training
• Job Recommendations • A Place to Belong
• Possible Academic Credit with Department Approval

M•1¼·Itliffl1i4W

Features Include: • Heated Swimming Pool
• Sand Volleyball Court • Free Parking/Outlets·
• Phone/Cable In Bedrooms • Ceiling Fans in
Bedrooms • Keyed Bedroom Locks
• Microwave/Dishwasher • Air Conditioning
• Large Storage Roorri • Frost Free Refrigerator
• Laundry Facilities • Vending Machines
• Individual Leases • Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

• Full Academic Year Commitment • Five Hours Each Week
• 75 Hours Each Semester • GPA Minimum 25
• Interest in Health Education and /or Substance Abuse Prevention

4
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Meeting

PAGE 3

Due to the absence of severa1
members of Student Government,
mostly because of .the continued
participation, in the Washington

D.C. Uip, several chairperson's and
committee's f'Cports

were not

available for this meeting.

.

However,
in her report
Hovanetz noted the meeting of

representatives from five schools in
MSUSA to be hosted at SCSU on
March 22.
One other important thing on the
agenda for the evening was the
election of three new senators:· at-large.
Members heard statements from
Lynn

Hanson,

Adam

Page 7

Larsen

and Keith Fisher as to why they
wished to become members of the

governing body prior to the
She is the mother of current
election.
senitor-at•large and ~SUSA
Hanson is an advocate for_non- . catnpus representative Amy
traditional students and said she Hanson. Lynn said she wasn't sure
wants to be actively involved in if another mother/daughter team
diversity i~ues both at the campus had ever been ·elected to Student
and community levels.
Government at.SCSU.
Hanson originally graduated
"I don't know if anything
from SCSU in 1969 with a.degree like this has ever happened before,"
in comprehensive biology. She she said. "It's kind of odd but
has taken continuing education I'm looking forward to it."
classes at SCSU for the last six
Amy returned from a MSUSA
years and is currently taking lobby .trip in Washington D.C. late
classes at SCSU while teaching at last night and could not be
the St. Cloud Area Leaming reached for comment prior to
publicatio·n.
Center,
Hovanetz
adjourned
the
Hanson teaches high school
students who are currently meeting shortly before 8 p.m. after
pregnant or who have recently had hearing reports from other
children.
committees and chairpersons.

•
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FOR GROUPS AND INTRAMURAL TEAMS
T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, AND JACKETS
WITH A FULL LINE OF HOCKEY EQUJPMENT
2018 8th St.

812/378-7849
ARMY MEDICINE. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

2
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PASSPORT PHOTOS

AN ARMY SCHOLARSHIP COULD
HELP YOU THROUGH MEDICAL SCHOOL
The U.S. Army Health Professions
Scholarship Program offers a unique
opportunity for financial support to medical or osteopathy students. Financial
support includes a monthly stipened plus
tuition, books, and other course related
expenses.
For information concerning eligibility, pay, service obligation and application
procedure, contact your local Army
Health Care Recruiter:

tf.
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Call Julie or Shane at 255~4086

This
space
could be
yours .. .

Chronicle
Advertising
255-3943

www.goarmy.com

Make
the move!
Account Service
Representatives
MTI, Minnesota
Telemarketing Inc. i.s a sub-.sidiary of the Fingerhut
Corporation. We are one of
the nation 's leading direct
mail ma rketing companies.
Join our team! We are seek•
ing qualified applicants for
Account Service
Representatives responsibi l•
ities include customer ca re;
call customers to arrange
new payment plans on past
due accounts. Good com·
munication and negotiation
skills preferred.

Full and part time, after+
noons and evening posi•
Cion.s are available, part
time mornings also avail·
able. We offer an excellent
benefit package for both
full and part time. WE offer
$6.70 per hour and up! $1
more per hour for bilingual
skills (Spanish a nd English).

Hrchitectural Contruclion Technolo!fY
Rulo Body and Hutu Service
Credit and Finance
Culinary Hrts
Graphic Hrts/Printing Technolo!fY
Optometric Technolo!fY
Call today to apply!
654-5089 or
1-800-222-1009, ext. 5089
1540 Northway Drive • St. Cloud. MN 56303-1240
AOAAccessibleFacilify Allirmaliv<IAciionl'EQual()pportunityEduca!o,andEmpioyer

Apply today!
Nt>Wman Center. The Catholic Church on C.impus.
396 First Avenue South

■I

CAlliOUC CAMPUS MNSTR'I'

MASS: SATURDAY: 5:30 P.M .
SUNDAY: 9 A.M ., 11 : 15 A.M. & 8 P. M.
MASS & EVENTS INFORMATION: 251-3261
OFFICE : 251-3260

Fingerhut Co,poration
Human Resource
Department
Monda~Friday
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m
53 Mcleland Road
St. Cloud, Minn.
Or call 654+4732
for more i11formatio11/
EOE
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Fingerhut
Celebrating 50 Years!
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EDITORIAL

Husky hockey
numbers fall .
,. Hockey fans at SCSU have been loyal this past
season. Adamant fans filled the National Hockey
Center when the.Huskies maintained first-place.in the
WCHA.
.
And they remained loyal when the Huskies fell as
low as fourth place in the conference. However, this
past weekend the Huskies experienced a lack of
support, but still went on to beat
Michigan Tech in a best-of-three
series in the first round of the '98
WCHA playoffs.
The problem behind the sea of
red seats this past weekend was a
lack of student support. One
reason for higher attendance this
season is that of a sports
.
referendum passed three years
ago.
The sports referendum passed
in I 995 by the students; is up for
a possible renewal in spring ·
1999. Up until this point the
referendum has been a success,
but now it has shown a flaw.
For those who don't know
what the sports referendum is,
here's a quick overview:
.
The referendum was passefl td help increase student ,
support, by•giving studehts the opportunity to attend
sporting events for free.-And it did.
Well its not actually free. Every student pays 36
cents per credit up to 12 credits to help make up the
cost difference.
.
·
The only problem with this set-up is during postseason play. The referendum doesn't cover the cost of
playoff games, therefore students have to pay $5 to
attend. This doesn ' t seem like much, but has severely
affected recent attendance.
If Students are' going to attend games the entire
regular season, the system needs to be changed. The
referendum needs to be changed to fix this post-season
'proble.m. Maybe more money needs to be charged per
cred,it' the next time around to make up this price
difference. If this isn't changed most loyal fans won't
even show up. And it has showed.
·
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STAFF OPINION
KRISnN ALBRECHT, CO-NEWS EDITOR

Communication today is impersonal
The Information Age
has been both a blessing
and a curse.
A blessing because
people all over the world
are now connected by the
Internet.
A curse because
in our fast-paced
.
society time is the
.·
essence and our
lives revolve
~
around how many
projects we can
. ,7
squeeze into each
day.
Communication has
boiled down to basically
e-mail, fax machines and,
my personal favorite,
voice mail.
It has become a treat
.for me to hear an actual
voice - someone to
answer my questions
instead of pushing buttons
and an opportunity to be
put on hold.
I will admit I have
fallen to the evils of
technology. It all started
when I transferred to
SCSU three years ago.
In my first quarter here
I had to get an e-mail
account for one of my
classes, and my life hasn't
been the same since.
My co-workers tease
me because I'm
constantly checking my email. I will admit I am
always happy to see those
glorious words "You have
o.ne new message." It's
li!<e receiving _little gift

in the mail each day. Plus, address. The cards have
the same generic font, but
you know this gift means
it's the thought that
that someone is currently
thinking of you.
counts, right?
Now my parents have
I like these little gifts so
much that I have
been affected by the
subscribed to news curse. They purchased
their first computer almost
services, Internet
a year ago, and they want
updates and a
me to communicate by echance to receive
.
my horoscope
mail.
. It's cheaper and faster.
everyday.
I also e-mail my friends
I have also
down ·in the Twin Cities.
started a very bad
This has given me a easier
habit. I used to
spend hours
· way to keep in touch.
Despite aI1 of these
writing letters by hand. It
advantages I still can't
was a way to
o
communicate my feelings help but want to receive a
without necessarily
handwritien letter.
Those letters show that
having to write those
emotions down.
a person took the time to
buy stationery, write a
My friends and family
could tell if I was tired or
letter and deposit it in a
happy just by looking at
nearby mailbox.
I miss spending a
what style my letters ~ere
Saturday
written in.
Now
====~&aaa==== afternoon
hanging out in
instead of
..
sweats, eating
writing
junk
food and
letters by
I miss spending a
catching up on
hand I
Saturday
type Send
my letter
afternoon
and push
writing.
Control z.
I recently
hanging out in
have made the
This sends
sweats,
eating
the letter
decision to
write letters by
in seconds junkfood and
to the ·
hand again.
catching
up
on
I will have
person of
to make time
my choice. nry letter writing.
to do this, but
Instead
of picking out the perfect
I think it is something!
need to do to combat this
Christmas card or
Valentine l search the Net impersonai 'world that has
been created.
and type in ":1 e-mail

I

a
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Cars, bars
and risk of
being towed
A man sitting on a stool at a local
watering hole had this to say one night last
· we'.ek: "Hey, what happens wheil you leave
your car downtown overnight?"·
"You get a ticket," said someone two
stools down.
"You get towed now," interrupted the
curly-haired stranger at the end of the bar.
"They towed mine."
I've been hearing for a few weeks now
that once you drive your car downtown, you
~-~-------, better be ready to move it
at closing time. I hear
that if you leave your car
on the street from 2 to 6
a.m., or whatever, the
city will have your car
towed.
This would be an
extension of the snow
removal.policy, which
says you can't have your

car on a street at night
from November to April, so in the event of a
big snowfall the plows can have an easier
time clearing the streets. Most cities in
Minnesota have a policy like this, but in St.
Cloud some want this to be.expanded to all
year.
To this I say, think with your head instead
of using it for a hatrack.
And, if rational thinking doesn't win out,
buy stock in Andy's Towing.
Drinking and driving is about the
dumbest thing you can do. It can cost you a
whole wad of cash and a night in the .
Crowbar Motel if apprehended by Mr. or
Ms. Police Officer. Worse, you could not be
able to walk, get behind the wheel and plow
into someone walking on a sidewalk. Plain
and simple, don't drive after pounding 17
teas at happy hour.
But maybe that's the whole point here.
Maybe it's just another subtle ploy in· the
city's· long-tenn goal to make this a dry city
- a ploy that started a few years ago with a
bogus rumor that St. Cloud State was on
Playboy's top-IO party school list, that
ridiculous Homecoming fracas of 1988 and
the keg permit rule. Now, the Wheels, Wings
and Water Festival is billed as Minnesota's
largest nonalcoholic event. So much for
Gennan tradition ..What's next? Kool-Aid at
Oktoberfest?
To go downtown three options open:
walk, take a Metro bus, or cab it both ways.
Or drive, knowing that irresponsible
behavior will result in a cab fare, and
another $40 or so to get Your car Out of stir.
The responsible course of action, if one
was to drive to Geez or the Carpet or D.B.'s
or First Street and proceed to imbibe for
a-While, is to cab it home. But that course of
responsible action will cost you at least $40,
cash. (Andy's doesn't take checks.)
A ticket for overnight parking is bad
enough. But to have the vehicle towed for
giving up the keys is plain stupid.

The opinions expressed on this page

do not necessarily represent the views
of UNIVERSITY Chrunide
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Philadelphia
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Iraq suffers for U.S. oil interests
If the American people believe
the reason the United States is
preparing to bomb Iraq has
anything to do with Iraq possessing
weapons of mass destuction, I'm
afraid they are being sadly
deceived. Nations rarely, if ever,
tell their populations the real .
reasons for military action. It is
very galling to hear the United
States, which lias fired more than
300 tons of radioactive materials
into Iraq during the Persian Gulf
War, complain about weapons of .
mass destruction. The economic
sanctions against Iraq could be
leaving property untouched. What
about the bombing of Iraq's water
purification and sewage treatment
plants, which still haven't been
repaired because of the embargo?

Contaminated water there is
a large l}.S. military force in the
region to protect the profits of the
leading to epidemics of disease.
This is another weapon of mass
oil companies. Also, keeping
destruction.
Saddam Hussein as the bogeyman
Why aren't American inspectors in the Middle East provides an
present ,in other countries that lhave opportunity for American weapons
weapons of mass destruction and
manufacturers to sell a lot of
have invaded neighboring
weapons to nations bordering Iraq.
The United States is the world's
countries? Israel had nuclear
weapons and had invaded
number one anns merchant.
If these ideas sound like a
Lebanon, still occupying the part of
that country. South Africa has
conspiracy theory to anyone, I say
they are a lot more logical than the
nuclear weapons and under
apartheid rule invaded Namibia
fairy tales which appear in the U.S.
and Angola. Both India and
,media!
Pakistan have atom bombs and
have had border disputes for years.
I suggest the real reasons for
inspections and sanctions are to
Gary Sudborough
keep Iraq weak and provide an
Resident of Bellflower, Calif.
excuse to keep aircraft carriers and

Read,
React,
Write
University Chronicle
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud, MN 56301
or e-mail:
chronicle@stcloudstate.edu

Letters must
include:
name, major in school
(if applicable), and
signature. Letters are
recommended to be
under 350 words.
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ank is Filled~ Billfold is
.11AEmpty. Isn't it time
~-..- ~ I) you got an SCCU
.
VISA Check Card?
Use it over the phone, at the gas pump, grocery store, or anywhere VISA is accepted. Funds are deducted right from your SCCU
checking account. Plus you can make cash withdrawals at
hundreds of ATMs. Call or stop by today to learn more!

654-5474

Located in Room A152 of Atwood Memorial Center.
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Huskies skate past Michigan Tech
Series goes distance
as SCSU advances to
, Final Five Tournament
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

Three goals in the first-period and a lack
of discipline helped the SCSU hockey team
advance to the Western Collegiate Hockey
Association Final Five Tournament this
Thursday at the Bradley Center in
Milwaukee, Wisc.
After SCSU took Friday's game 6-4, the
Huskies came 7:19 away from adv.ancing Lo
the next round Saturday night, but Michigan
Tech's Brad Mueller and Riley Nelson had
other plans.
Mueller's goal at 12:41 of the third period
tied things 2-2 and Nelson's goal at 16:50
would put MTU up 3-2 and would prove to be
the eventual game-winning goal as Tech
prevailed 3-2.
"We have six seniors in there who didn't
want their season to end right now," Nelson

said.
Nelson's game winner forced a third and
deciding game Sunday night with the winner
advancing and the loser going home.
With SCSU's back to the wall , the
Huskies came out Sunday night and
dominated the first period of play.
The Huskies scored three first-period
goals and outshot Tech 24-4-for the period as
they led 3-0 after one.
SCSU's first two goals were set uJ) by
sophomore center Mau Noga, who later
added a goal and another assist.
The Huskies' third goal of the period came
when sophomore defenseman Tom Lund's
shot hit the crossbar, bounced off the top of
the net and landed in the crease, where
sophomore winger Matt Bailey slammmed it
home for the eventual game-winning g6al. ·

third period after goals by junior defenseman
Geno Parrish and senior winger Mike
Maristuen.
.
Then, things turned ugly as MTU decided
to hack away at SCSU junior winger George
Awada, who earlier in the game ran into MTU
goalie David Wenninger.
MIU defenseman Andy Sutton was given
a game disqualification penalty midway
through the third period after throwing
several punches at Awada.
Moments later, MTU's Jason Prokopetz
and Mat Snesrud got in an altercation with
Awada and freshman winger Keith Anderson.
The game got so qut of line that SCSU
Head Coach Craig Dahl later held his team
back from the annual hand shake that takes
place
at
the
end
of
the
series.
.
"I didn't dare let our guys go through that
line," Dahl said. "I figured somebody would
jump somebody, so I told the referee that we
werei-i't going through the line and he said 'I
don't blame you."'
The game ended with l07 total penalty
minutes, 75 of which came from Michigan
Tech.
"(Tech) just lost control out there," Bailey
said. "Their coach (Iim Watters) played in
the Nlfl.., and I'm sure he told them to play
that way. They're just a bunch of idiots and a
bunch of losers."
Dahl praised bis team, especially Noga
who had a career high four points Sunday
night and had.seven points in the series.
"Noga played really good in the wins,"
Dahl said. "But the whole team played well.
I knew when I came here that we were ready
Shane Opah/PHOTO Wll'OR
to play."
In Friday's 6-4 victory, Noga assisted on
SCSU sophomore defenseman Josh DeY.,olf (2) skates past Michigan Tech's
two SCSU goals and scored the gameJason Prokopetz Friday night at National Hockey Center.
winning goal on a breakaway that Dahl
Bailey described the goal as a big the bar, and luckily it went in," Bai ley described as a beautiful goal.
mess · that fortunately wound up in the said.
net.
After the teams exchanged second-period
"Lundy took the shot, and it bounced off goals, the Huskies iced ·the series away in the
Go ro SERIES, PAGE 12 •

Diver.makes a splash at national5 Tennis squad
Ahlin paces Huskie;; with pair of first-place dives
takes 3 of 4
by Tys.on Jahn
STAFF WRITER

It was a long ·haul for the Huskies, but
the effort paid off, according to SCSU
Diving Coach Bret Beecher and Head
Coach Diai:te Heydt
First-year diver
Mary Ahlin brought
home two NCAA
diving titles in the I
and 3-meter diving
events for the first
time in SCSU history
and all of the Huskies
that participated in

MARY AmIN
Two first-place
dives

~3!~~~~ hi~:. A1I-

wit-;:1'e'rea~al ha~t~
perfonnances,"
Heydt said. "We took
seven people to nationals and came home
with seven All-Americans."
Ahlin, who posted a score of 512.85 in
the 3~meter competition for the Huskies,
missed a national record by less than four
points. Last year, senior Sarah Loquai
won the I-meter event and finished in

10th place this year.
''The competition was pretty tough and
wasn't anything that I was used to," Ahlin
said.
·
A few days later Ahlin came back with
a score of 425.10 to win the one-meter
event and became the first two-time
female national champ in the history of
SCSU athletics. Loquai came back strong
and placed fifth for the Huskies.
"I just wanted to make finals for both
boards to start off," Ahlin said. "But after
I won the three-meter, I wanted to do good
in the one-meter and finish in the top
eight. I didn't expect to win."
Ahlin credits Beecher for a lot of the
support and effort he put into the diving
team this year and it showed as he was
named NCAA Djvision-II Women's
Diving Coach of the Ycirr.
'1He is a great coach. He pushed and
supported us all year," Ahlin said. '1 am
real happy that he got coach of the year."
Beecher said· that he is very proud of
all the divers on the team and thinks that
they deserve most of the credit for their
success.
.
"Each individual put and added 100
percent into every event, and there is no

specific key player on our team," Beecher
said. "I think the athlete decides what they
want to do and they deserve 99.9 percent
by Tyson Jahn
of the credit for their success. I just give
STAFF WRITER
them my knowledge and experience and
they choose whether to accept it."
The SCSU women's tennis team compiled a record
Heydt said she credits Beecher for the of 3-1 on the road this weekend to add to its impressive
divers' success this year and was very season mark of 11-5.
happy about her swimmers' perfonnances
Big wins for the Huskies came over the College of
last week.
St. Scholastica, Winona State University and Mankato
"Bret is a fantastic coach, and he's one State University, as SCSU played in four matches in
of the reasons Mary w~ named diver of three days.
the year," Heydt said. "I guess having a
"I am really happy with the team's progress so far
coach and dive·r of the year isn't a bad this season," said Head Coach Larry Sundby. "We
finish to a season."
played very well up until (Sunday) morning. We didn't
Senior diver Ryan Bucher and junior really have the energy level we wanted, but I was happy
diver Jeremy Frye placed sixth and with the play of the weekend."
seventh, respectively, in the one-meter
Number four singles player Maria Ritchie said the
diving event with sophomore swimmer conditions the team played in on Sunday when it lost to
Mike Wencl placing 22nd in the 200- Gustavus Adolphus College 9-0 were not good.
meter backstroke.
"We died out against Gustavus because we were
''As a diving team, the women placed pretty late Saturday night," Ritchie said. "I know a lot of
second in the NCAA, but we finished 12th people were tired. I know I was."
·
overall with swimming and diving
Sundby said he knew that Gustavus was a very good
combined," Beecher said ''That's pretty team, but playing close to midnight the night before
good considering we had no swimmers. didn't help the Huskies.
The men combined for a 16th overall
placing."
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"He put on a heck or a move on the

breakaway," Dahl said. ''That was the kind of
play we need our scorers to make and he did."
The Huskies iced the victory Friday after
junior defenseman Kyle McLaughlin scored
his first collegiate goaJ putting the Huskies up
6-4.
McLaughlin's shot from outside the blue
line hit Wenninger in the shoulder and
bounced in the air and landed in the

net.
''That was a classic goal," said sophomore
defenseman Jcish DeWolf. ''It's nice to see
him get rewarded because he's a great guy

wl)o doesn't get enough recognition for what
he does."
Noga and McLaughlin's goals coll)plet~

a Husky comeback after SCSU trailed in the
game4-3.
·
'The game had its ups and downs, but we

found a way to win," DeWolf said.
SCSU will have three days to prepare for
Thursday's matchup with the University of
Minnesota-Duluth in the first game of the

Final Five.
The Huskies will probably be without
senior .winger Sacha Molin, who left
~~nday's game with a possible season-ending
lnJUry.
Molin will be examined Monday, but
Dahl said it doesn't appear to be good
news.
"We're not sure, but we think he has a
possible broken bone in his ankle," Dahl said.
'The injury saga continues."
Thursday's game will face-off at 7:35
p.m., and the winner will advance 10 Friday's
game with top-seeded University of North
Dakota.

Shqne Opatz/PHoro EDfTOR

SCSU sophomore center Matt Noga (16) crashes into
Michigan Tech Goaltender David Wenninger and junior
wi~ger Jason Goulet celebrates as Noga scores the game-

winning goal Friday night. The Huskies would win Friday's
game 6-4 and eventually win the series wtth a 6-2 victory
Sunday night.
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"dustavus ',;as at a different
level than us, but I think Mankato
was a key match for us." Sundby
said. "We also knew that Mankato
was going to be a challenge for us."
Ritchie said she thought the
overall competition for the weekend
was pretty good, and she thought
the team did very well.
"We were pretty even with all
· the teams, but Gustavus was a level
above us,'' Ritchie said. "Everyone
played really well."
SCSU beat Mankato by a close
5-4 score, as well as Winona State
8-1, on Saturday.
"(Ju~ior) Tally ~ Jo Saterlee
played extremely well( Sundby
said. "She beat the number one
runner-up single's player from last
year. Our number four (Ritchie) and

Night Security Staff:
•average fifteen hours weekly.
the safety & well-being of
residence hall students and building.
•c1;re trainined to administer residence hall
policies and emergency situatioa.s.

~ •maintain

Minimum Qualifications:
,2.0 GPA
-completion of 36 credits
•knowledge of the residence halls
Applications are availahle within the
Residential Life Office and are due "by
March 27. Please contact the Residential ·
Life Office with any questions at 255·2166.
(Students Erom protected

1

cl_., are enc<>urag,td to apply.)

STILL

five (sophomore· Brianna -Rupp)
sing"ies players also had good
matchesforus!!..... ,.,,.._....
The only qliestionable area for
the Huskies last weekend Sundby
said, was the play of the doubles
teams, but he said the
communication the team has is
helping it to develop into a better
team.
"There is a certain amount of
inexperience on the team,- but we
are coming along quite nicely,"
Sundby said. 'The doubles teams
still need to develop a little more,
though."
"Our number one doubles team
is good, but We're not at other
team's levels," Ritchie said "Once
we get used to each other, we'll
play better doubles."

LOOKING

~
We have 2 and 4 br. apartments availcible from
$ 175.00 to S 225.00.
Bridgeview South, Bridgeview West, Park South,
' Classic 500 and River Ridge.
v'Bldgs. with FREE compuurs for student use v' Walking distance co
campus v'Incmom entry buildings v'Pr<wacc: bedrooms with locks
v'Tdcph.one ,1,nd cable outlets in each bedroom v'Microwavcs v'offscreu parking v'Dishwashcrs v'Miniblinds on ·.,,11 windows v' Air
conditioning v'lmcrior and i:xccrior areas well lighted
v'Wcll maintained building ,1,nd grounds
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Husky Sports Scoreboard
NCC

5/2
5/8-9

BASEBALL

1297fin9l\'tandinu
Northern Division:
Team
NCC
Overall
Mankato State ..... ........ ..6-2.... .... .32-14
NorthDakotaSlalt.' ........ 5-3 ......... 24-17

SL doudStatc....

. 1~7...

Nike Invite
NCC Meet
NCAA Qualifier
NCAA Qualifier

5/ 14
5/16
5/21·23

lla.m.
3p.m.
lBA
lllA

lBA

D-11 Nationals

WCHA

..... 13-30

HOCKEY

1997 wqy £!andfnrs

NonhDakcta .... ............. 0-0 ....... .10-7-1

T(2fn

Southern Division:
Team

ColoradoCollegt,

w.1,7 PI'S GF GA

North Dakota ....

21-6-1 4312780

WLsconsin .................. . 17·10-135102 88
NCC

Ow!ral1

Nt."hraska-Omaha.. .
104 ....... . 29--19
Au~,ustana ....................9-7...
15-21
South Dakota Stat._. ...••..... 6-<i ..........• 24·19

sooth l}.ikola
.. .5-7.... .. 15-31
Momingsidt: .. ...... .. ...... .4-JO . . . 14-31

"'"""'

Team

NCC

.16-10-23411193

St.OoudState
19·13-23310190
Minnesota•Duluth ........ 14-12-2309490
Minnesota....
.12.16-02410194

:::! l;;
2179116

AbCa Ac;·,,·•~,,,,··,··········· $•!~Z

Overall

Nodhcrrf·ColorJdo .......7-5. .

~

28-22

North D·,1ko1a 2941, W~,;,:onsin 24•13-1,
NCC

SOF.T BALL

l??ZfirwlStandittvs
Northern Division:

NCC

Overall
.... 36-16

4-0

MankatoSbtt:
North DakaaS!ate....

2-2

45-19
... ..30-17

SLCloudState ........ . .....04
NorthD.ikola...

.... 0-0 ........... 12-10

Southern Division:
Team

NCC

Overall
Nt:br:15ka-Omaha ...... ....... 5-3 ....... .4<)..ll

AL.lf:lL'ilana ....

..... 5-3 .....• .. 37•17

Sooth Dakoia State .
.. .4-4.
31·19
Momi11B5ide ......, ......... .4-4...
32·2!
SouthDakOla
... 2-0 .... . . 27•31

Cofor.ido C.ulleh't: 24•11·3, SL Cloud St 21·
14-2, Minnesorn-!>u!uth 2 H6--2, Minriesi.:.u
17•22-0, Michigan Tech !7•20-3. l.)enver
11 ·25·2. Ala~ka Aru:homie (i..25.5

WCHA Final Five (at Bradley Center,
Milwaukc:e, Wisc.)
~
UM-Duluth vs St. Ooud St.. 7:35 p.m.

4/1
4/9
4/18
4/18

4/24•25
4/27·28

TIIDC

friday'f bQ;r mnr

lla.m.
4 p.m
!Oa.m.
lOa.m.
8a.m.
10 a.m.

St. TI1o ma~ln,ite
Carleton Relays
Manitou Classic
Dr.i.keRt:lays
NCC Multi•EvenI

.

O 3

MTIJ

scsu

2

Fir.;t Period -

I. SCSU,

Satuniay t kur
MTIJ

scum
10

scsu
Fir.st Period -

2--3
0-2

L MTU, Hannell 7

(Aitken), 12:09, ppg. 2 SCSU, Awada 14
(Molin, Lund), 16:58. 1)0:.
Second Period - 3. SCSU, Maris1uen 14
(Mohn. Bailey), 16:11
Third Period - 4 MI1J. Mueller 14
(Aitken, Su non), 12:4 I. 5. MTIJ, Nelson 17
(Savage),16:SO
Shot.songool-/;mJ, 7·15-4-26,SCSU,
13·13-12-38. Goalies - MTU. Wenninger

38shot.s•36saves.scm,Leitza26shots-23
saves.ATI- 3,835

MllJ

.

SCSU

0

l

1-2

3

l

2-6

1. SCSU, Maristuen 15
(Noga. Mcl.augWin). 1:40. 2. SCSU, RlKilL~ki
First P,;riod -

ll~a,Lund),6:50. 3.SCSU,llailey2

4. MTIJ, Si.moo 16
(Meyers, Prokopetz). 13:03, ppg. 5. SCSU,

TRACK AND FIELD

Opponent
Blue Devil Invite

sav~s. ATI-3,257.

(lund),8:53,
Second Period -

~
Third pla~e ;:ame, 2:05 p.1H.

1997-980utdoor khedule
Date

shol:s-27 saves. SCSU. LeitT.J. 23 .slmts-19

5mutgy's bQx swre

~
SL CJoud SL/ LIMD "inner vs. Nonh
Dakota. 2:0Sp.m
Color.ido Colleb'e vs. Wi.,<;(.-onsin, 7:0; p.m

Championship game. 7:05 p.m.
NCC

(Sunon), 5:42. 5. t,.fllJ, Ulwelling 3
(unassisl:edl, 7:09, shg. 6. scsu,·Stewart 13
(Awa<la,FrischJ,15:56
Third PeriOO - 7. t,.fllJ, Prokop,:11, 7
(Weinberi;er), 5:24. 8. SCSU, Molin 12
(Uailey, Vicari), 11:33.9. SCSU.Noga 13(J
Goulet), 13:05, 10. SCSU, Md,wghlin I
(unas.sisted),16:00.
•
Shm on goal- t,.fllJ, 5--8,10-23. SCSU.
18-7-8-33. Goalies - MTU, Wenninger 33

J.

1

1--4
3--6

Goulet 9

(Noga. Ml:Wughlin). 5:24. 2. SCSU, DeWo!f
9 (Noga, Lund), 16:25

Sox<.mtl Period - 3. t,.fllJ, Sunon 15
(I.ardntcr,Way),2:21:1.4. ~.I.ardner7

Noga 14 (Dt,W>lf), 19:17.
TI1ird Period 6. SCSU. Parrish 3
(Awada), 7:34, ppg. 7. saiU. /;Lristuen 16
(Noga. Rucinski), 8:16, ppg.
Shot.~Oll ).,'();11-MTIJ. 4-10.5-19. SCSU,
24-5•12--41. Goalies - MTU. Wenninger
4!5hOIS-35savcs.SCSU,Leitw 19shots-17
5,'ll'es.ATI-3,365

INSTANT CREDIT
Guaranteed Credit cards with Credit Limits
Up To $10,000 Within Days!

lJtJ
1

Yearr

No CREDIT, No .JOB, No PARENT-SIGNER, No SECURI1Y DEPOSIT!

no credit • bad credit • no income?
SWt
n1Eltti1itilti.s
. You Can Qualify To Receive

Two Of the Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today!

,.

Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards? ·

:~·

r.-~---------------------------------------~
ORDER FORM

YES!

I want U\•M;l'!Mi=1#•1·1:.1il;M1M! Credit Cards immediately.
GACC, PO BOX 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321

Name .................. _____
Address ...... - - - - Clty ............................... - - - -

___________

_

...............................................

_____

........ ,................................................................ ,.,....

- - - - - - · - - - - - S t a t e _____ .......... Zlp .............................·...........

,..,e_d-=--o-=f--B_e. . .in-··y
..
urned. . . r,.ow·1i?

Slgnature ..

.·
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Finally,

you wont mind
being carded.

vv/i.e,r\J(J'vt f.,{,J-eyavtr Visf!®cf!ri,
yoil USf!Vt 6-i:J f!-t -the,s-e p!Ac-es.

Now

Its everywhere you want to be~

'
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Monday,

Local cartoonist,Jim &rtranJ, gets
polltical and takes on a variety of subjects in
Atwood Gal1erj

Inky new art exhibit
·opens in A~ood "
Oalleiy
by Tabitha Whissemore

department for a few years before
.being asked to draw political
cartoons focusing on local issues.
Anyone who lusts after the According to Bertram, this was no
political cartoons in the daily easy task.
newspapers can get his or her fill at
"It was very challenging,"
the Atwood Gallery this month.
Bertram said. "One cartoonist said
Jim
it best when he
Bertram's
told me that if
humprous and
you can do local
realistic views
issues. you can
on politics have
do anything."
landed
his
The
One
works in the St.
cartoonist also
Cloud Times,
took his brand
Natiol1ill
of
humor
Forum,
national.
He
Highlights for
worked as a
do
Children and on
comedy writer
numerous
do for comedians
greeting cards.
including Joan
Now, a large
Rivers and Jay
collection of his
Leno.
Jim Bertram
cartoons have
Eventually,
reached SCSU
ARTIST
though,
in an exhibit
Bertram found
titled "I Ink,
his way to
Therefore I Am."
SCSU, where he now works as a
This
was
only
n@J.ral video roducer.
considering Bertram has worked at
"I've always enjoyed the
the university for quite a while. His educational environment, so it's just
journey to SCSU was a roundabout natural that I ended up here,"
one, however.
Bertram said.
Beruam worked as art director
Bertram has never given up
for the Sr. Cloud Times advertising cartooning. To him, it is just an
STAFF WRITER

cartoonist
said it best when
he told me that if
you can
l.ocal
issues you can
anything.

integral part of his life.
"It allows me to merge two
things I enjoy - comedy and
cartooning," Beruam added.
In this day and age. there is
plenty of material for him to
incorporate, too.
"So much of it is just handed to
you," Bertram said, noting the
current Clinton scandal.
He explained that can also make
a person slightly cynical.
''Things are becoming ever
more complex," Bertram said. '1t's
a blaming society and nobody's
guilty. And you know somebody's
lying. Not everyone can be telling
the truth."
For a political cartoonist, that is
not necessarily a bad thing.
"It certainly gives more fodder
for . the
satirist,"
Bertram
commented..
Bertram has taken advantage of
all of it, too.
He's used everything in his work
from television violence to the IRS
and from Princess Diana's death to
the Heaven's Gate Cult.
"Sometimes people refute my
work, but that's okay," he said. "It
proves that I've hit a nerve and
made an impact."
One of his favorite drawings.is a
picture of two chi ldren sitting in

Shane Opatz/PHaro EDITOR

Jim Bertram discusses aspects of his illustrations outside of the
Atwood Gallery. "I Ink Therefore I Am," is on display until April
29 and sponsored by University Program Board.
front of a gun-shaped television.
Bertram believes it is one of his
greatest social commentaries.
"With as few words as possible,
I try to make an impact," Bertram
said. 'That cartoon did it."
"I Ink, Therefore I Am" covers
12 years of the cartoonists work.
According to Bertram, the
pictures shown were selected by a

committee of his wife and his
sister.
"It gave me a chance to look
back and see the evolution of the
artist," Bertram said.
Everyone is welcome to view the
exhibit in the Atwood . Gallery
during the month. The gallery is
open Monday thru Friday 9 a.m.
to7 p.m.

-Doo doo do do doo doo do do
.

. (THAD TO THE TUNE OF THE "TWILIGHT ZONE" THEME SONG)

by Muriah Miller
STAFF WRITER

With Thursday evening's full moon and
24 hours of Friday the 13th, chances are a few
strange things happened
As these days passed, people's thoughts
may !18ve turned to the day's superstitious
mearungs.
Superstitions
have
thrived
for
thousands of years and each individual
may have participated in reading a
horoscope, using lucky c~arms., refusing the
number 13 or just playing a game of Ouija
board.
Around the time of the moon's phases, it
is said that people's and animal's emotions
may vary, or the nature of each personality
can be altered.
"During phases of the moon, animals react
strongly with the anesthesia," said Mary
Spaeth, a veterinary assistant at the St. Cloud
Animal Hospital.
Spaeth said cats and dogs who were
normally passive would become more
aggressive and rambunctious during full
moons.

"Dogs get a little more hyper, and the cats
According to Mark Nook, a professor
sometimes get spooked," Spaeth said.
of astronomy, studies have been done to
test the correlation between full moons and
Along with
personal events.
animals, people ~ - - - - may seem to
Nook said in
react to changes
one case, a
in weather or
scientist used
the belief in
hospital
weather's effect
record's date of
on them.
birth versus the
time of the full
"I used to
moon
to test the
know
two
relationship of a
elderly people
full
moon
with
who would tell
the birth of a
me it would rain
baby.
because they
could feel it in
This IO-year
their bones,"
experiment
said
Trina
used many live
O'Brien, junior,
births in several
of
her
hospitals, but
experiences
~
there was no
working at St.
proven
Benedict's
correlation
Center. "I didn't
beside,s
believe it, but it
tendency
would always
toward
rain."
Wednesday.
Illustration by Jon Jacobs

"I feel strongly that people act strange
when we know it is a full moon," Nook
said.
Nook addressed the the idea of more
medical occurrences in emergency rooms on
days like Friday the 13th and full moons. He
said it is pos.sible.
"I don't think the moon phases affect us
physically, but they surely have a
psychological effect," Nook said.
Students 'also possess diverse opinions on
the subject of superstition.
'1 think that people attribute everyday
occurrences to Friday the 13th that they
normally would take for granted," said Dan
Greising, senior.
From another viewpoint, an in'quisitive
question arises.
"If there are so many people Who aren't
superstitious, why don't public buildings or
hotels have· a 13th floorT' said sophomore
Maria Kalusche.
Kalusche may never find the answer to
that question, but along with superstitions
come unanswered questions- and those keep
the superstitious believing.
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Disco tunes blast. the Red Carpet
by Jeromy Cannon
l.JvE MUSIC CRITIC
Collectively they are referred to as
Boogie Wonderland. Their mission: to
provide disco to the people.
They have struck SL
Cloud four times
before, and they have
returned to provide
danceable music tO the
funk deprived people of
this little burg.
We had little
warning of their arrival:
only an announcement
_L____ :~~-source, KVSC
I've heard the numbers of the
people who gathered at the clubs they have
played, and they seem to attract some
followers.
The crowds groove and dance to the
funkified disco of Boogie Wonderland.
They hide their identities with traditional
disco garb and replace their real names with
aliases.
I managed to force them to reveal their
true identities.
The first, and I think the most dangerous,
is Maurice Stubs - a.k.a. The Pimp who
plays bass and sings.
The guitarist and adclitional vocalist who
calls himself "the funkiest white man on the
planet," whose real name is Roj White and

By the second set, the crowd had grown
Dapre.
•
to such proportions that it became difficult to
The drummer, Velvet the White Shadow, - dance, but I kept on going.
They played groovalicious, disco covers
stays partially hidden on the stage, but
of bands such as the Bee Gees and Saturday
pounds out thunderous beats to pound the
club. Lastly, but definitely not to be
•
Night Fever, KC and the Sunshine band,
underestimated is Cristy Love, vocalist and
Kool and the Gang, and I believe some
songs of Bootsy Collins.
percussionist for the band.
Boogie Wonderland struck the Red
They proved their know ledge and
devotion to the '70s.
Carpet Niteclub last Thursday.
As the night progressed, the crowd grew,
I entered the Red Carpet with my partner
and friend and arrived early enough to see
the voices carried on and the bass thumped,
the transformation of the members of the
pushing us to dance, to shake some booty
band from evel):'day-looking members o(
and to enjoy the night.
society to the bringers of
Around midnight they
funk and.disco.
took a third break to rest
The bulk of the crowd
before finishing the night
hadn't arrived when the
with the groovin' funk of
band started to play.
the '70s.
I
The first song
After an hour or so of
inspired .a few to take
dancing, my partner and
their places on the dance
I returned to headquarters
floor.
·
1o write down my
information.
My partner and I were
floor
seated above the stage to
I hope this -report
get a clear, comfortable
conveys
the intensity and
and shake
excitement that they
view of the band.
bring,
this
Boogie
I felt the urge to join
Wonderland.
the growing crowd on the
dance floor and shake
They will return to St
my booty.
Cloud with that infectious beat on Saturday.
I was finally succumbed to the sounds of I recommend you not try to resist-them. If
you like to dance, it will be futile. I certainly
the classic disco song, "I Love The Night
have been hooked and will be there the next
Life." I was taken into the feeling like so
time they return.
many of the people at the Carpet..
'"The Swing'er," whose real ttaffie is Duane

felt the urge
to join the
growing crowd on
the dance
nry
booty.

On a side note, if you are in a band in
St. Cloud, the Twin Cities, or in the
surrounding area, please send me a press
package or a studio quality recording of
yourself or your band. I can use records,
CDs and DATs. Please send them to me,
Jeromy.Can.non, live Music Critic, /3
Stewart Hall, St. Cloud, Minn. 5630/; or
call 320-2554086.

---------------,

MTI, Minnesota Telemarketing is a subsidiary of the
Fingerhut Corporation. _w~_ar_e. l~king for energetict.-......-1
motivated people to join our team!
.. - -Customer Service Representatives are responsible for Customer Care:
answering calls from our customers regarding their orders. we are also
seeking bilingual Customer Service Representatives (Spanish and English).

FINANCIAL
AID AND
LOAN
CHECKS

Financial aid
awards and
bank loans will
be available
March 18, 19
and 20 in the
Atwood
Ballroom from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

$6. 70 per hour
Additional $1 per hour for bilingual skills (Spanish and English)
A variety of schedules
Day, afternoon and evening shifts
Full and part-time positions
Cl

Hi~ 1s» !ffia}}'. tbl}t }3rnifU~ m£}»~~=
Tuition reimbursement
401 K
Medical, dental, and vision options
Profit sharing
·
Company store benefits
Employee recognition
And more!
Stop by on Wednesday, March 18 between 1 p.m. and 6 p.m. and tour our
call center. Meet and interview on the spot with the supervisors of the area.
Come see for yourself what we are all about. We look forward to meeting
you.

1 p.m.~ p.m. Fingerhut Corporation, 53 McLeland Road, St. Cloud, Minn.EOE or call 654-4946 for more information.

--------

I

Fingerhut-Celebrating 50 years!I

________ 2,9~-~9!1
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~ . JlJtt U® ~Ulk
Get on crack by becoming an
Advertising Representative at
University Chronicle. A creative
mind and a. dedicated attitude
required. Stop by Stewart Hall 13
to apply, or call 255-3943 for
more information.

"

•

- ~®(fflt~

IAe Kida mul tt..._f Need a Sammer Jol,f
Little Elk Ranch i, IOOki~ for a camp coun11elor-lif~uard
for Super Summe~ Camp from June to Au~t.
You ntUSt · 1,e 18 years o1d & enjoy cl..ilil.J'ell and horses.

RIVER'S EDGE AMOCO ,
- - - - 2 n d & Division---Next to the Kelly Inn

r~+--------------- ,----,

l

:~
50¢OFFa6"suh .
1 FIIESHNAY , $1.00 OFF a 12" sub
I ~

1

With Purchase of fountain drink

I

L----------------------J
r----------------------,
I
Buy a 7" pizza and receive ·I
~

I
, ·
a FR1;E 22 oz. pop.
I FRESHNAY
.
- OR I ~
Buy a 14" pizza and
I
receive 2 FREE 22 oz pops.

I
I
I
I

L----------------------J

~----------------------,
·· ,.. ,-y$\.00 1

1BLUEWASH

: • PRESOAK
I • TOUCH-FREE WASH
1•RINSE
l•HOTWAX
I • SUPER DRY

1

OL-..i.,

HTIP://WWW.STCLOUD
STATE.EDU/~UCONL!NE/

STUTJfNTSSAVf

20%
fVfRY WfTJNfSTJAY

ON All SfRVICfS,
STUDENT I.D. REQUIRED
(All services performed by
supervised students). .

l

'

HAIR CUT

I

-

.

I
I
• I

L-----------------~--J
Valid at participating location Only. See store for details. One
Coupon per visit. Not valid with other offers or coupons,
Offer good for a limited time only.

Border ;:toads is a
franchisee of Taco Bell.
We currently own 79 stores
thro
ta.
We will
ditional
·veyears.
g for

The recru
rviewing
on-campus·Wednesday, Mar 25th.

Please Sign up in
Career Services Today!

"
JEFF's ,
TOTAL BODY .PIERCING ,

912 W. St. Germain

Downtown St. Cloud
251-0500
Open Mon.-Sat.

$ 2.5 0
fVERYVAY

PROFESSIONAL
MASTER PIERCER· JEFF

HISING PHOENIX
TATTOO STUDIO
16-21slAvenueSou1h
St.Cloud, Minnesota56301
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Housing
EFFICIENCIES
1-4 bdnii. ett. apts. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $20/$35 garages. .
2-BDRM.
Forestview apts. S.E. location
Campus Clipper bus line. On-site
laundry. Heat, water, garbage & ·
parking/plug-in 'included. 654-830().
1 & 2-BDRM. APTS.
available for mature stt.idents in
quiet building, 12-month lease only.
Call 240-9483.
.
,•

Classifieds

STATEVIEW
4-bdrm. units on campus. Two
showers, DW, micro., security. Heat
paid. 253-1154.
--------UNIVERSITY WEST ON 7TH
4-bdrm. apts.. DW,- micro.. NC,
quiet and clean, garages. Excel
Mgmt., 251-6005.
ROOMS FOR WOMEN
close to campus. Utilities pd.
Available immediately. Reasonable
,rent. Short-term leases. Telephone
252-6153, leave a message.

1 STOP SHOPPING
. WE HAVE IT! 1,2,3 & 4-bdrm. apts.
FORESTVIEW
with
.
yarious
floor plans and
large 1 & 2-bdrm. apts. Free
reserved parking with plug-ins. amenities. Choose your size and
Quiet, walk-in closets. On bus line. ~¥!:a~ic utiL pd. Northern Mgmt.
Heat alld water pd. 654-8300.
2-BDRM.
in four-plex by Halenbeck Hail.
summernall. Call 251-8941.

WEST CAMPUS
single rooms near Halenbeck.
!~~~- Heat pd. Northern Mgmt.

UNIVERSITY PLACE
attractwe 4-bdrm. apts., heat pd.,
OW, garages, car ports. Five floor
plans, E.P.M. 251-6005.

VIEW ALL OF OUR LOCATIONS
on the web, scsuhousing.com·.
Campus Management.

2-BDRM. APTS.
one block from campus. Newly
remodeled, large bdrm. 253-1154,
Select Prop.

NO MORE ROOMMATES
spacious 1 & 2-bdrm. apts. in eight·
plex. Private off-street parking.
Laundry, heat pd. 654-8300.

BENTONWOOD
2-bdrm. apts. by Hwy. 10 and 23.
Twelve mo. leases $380 - $400/10
mo. leases $440-$460. Heat pd.
Dan 251-1925.
,,!:, i.:

AFFORDABLE SINGLE ROOM
$185/mo. Convenient location near
SCSU. Gall Paul at 252-2431.

CAMPUS APTS.
spacious 4-bdrm. apts., newer
cal]leting, heat pd., near SCSU on
5th Ave., E.P.M. 251-6005.
MALE TO SHARE 2-BDRM. UNIT
on S.E. side. On bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
OLYMPIC II
three 4-bdnns. Near hockey center.
4-bdrm. split units with two full
baths. OW, micro:, security, garages
. and ports. Heat paid. 253-1154.
EFRCIENCIES AND 1-BDRM.
APTS.

MICHIGAN PLACE ,,
large 2-bdrm. on S.E. side.2French
balconies, on bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
FEMALE TO SHARE APTS.
private bdrm. near downtowr\lSCSU
avail. summer & fall, 25~-4605.
PRAIRIE HOME
2-bdrm. large rooms, decks. Easy
access to SCSU. Air condttioners.
Heat pd. Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
BEACHWOOD APTS.
1-bdrm. apts. nearCobom's. 10-mo.
leases $360 - $390. 12-mo. leases
$320-$350. Dan 251-1925.

~~f'.

WEST CAMPUS 4-BDRM. APTS.
2 locations, 1 & 2-baths, heat pd.,
~~~:io~l]leting, parking. E.P.M.

SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
four-bdrm. townhomes, individual
leases, $200-$235/mo. each. Call
252-2633.

CAMPUS EAST
large 4-bdrms. wtth 2 fu!I baths.
Extra_ storage. DW, garages,
secunty. Heat pd. 253-1154.

4-BDRM. APTS.
various locations. 259-9673 or
259-9283, Gourrier Prop.

710 APTS.
3-bdrm. apts. 2 blks. W. of NHC.
$570-$600, electric, heat. Dan'2511925. ·

~~R~e=tr~~1S~~:
9418.

1 AND 2-BDRM. APTS.
close to SCSU. Heat pd., on bus
line. Riverside Properties. 2518284, or251-9418.

COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
4-bdrm. units across from campus.
Clean quality living. DW, NC, h~at
pd. Contact Equity Investments, Jett
420-1290, or 251-8284.
2-BDRM.
side-by-side duplex near Halenbeck
Hall. Call 251-8941 .

AFFORDABLE
4-bdrm. apts., Westview, close to
new SCSU library, heat pd., NC,
DW. 251-8284, 251-9418.
. WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
1-bdrm. $405. 1-bdrm. widen or 2-

bdrm. sm. $425..2-bdrm. reg. $445.
2-bdrm. lg. or X-lg. $460. P.pol,
ceiling fan, OW, on bus line, quiet
bldgs. Call 251-3617.
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Policies:
• Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition al)d_noon Friday for Monday's
edition.
•Prices: Five (5) words per line, $1. Six (6) words c~nstitutes two lines, $2.
• Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been
established with the University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
door. Notices are free and run according to the amount of space.
For more information, call Brenda Herubin, classifieds inanager, available at 2553943 or 255-2164, during business hours and ask for classilleds.
1,2, AND 3-BDRM. APTS.
located in SCSU neighborhood.
Great locations. Quality living. Dan
251-1925.

FOR RENT:
very nice 4-bdrm. home, 3 biles. from
campus. Avail. 9-1-98. Call Rich
Theisen at (H) 252-2193, or [W)
253-73~3,·leave message.

CAMPUS QUARTERS HAS 1 & 2
OPENINGS
in 4-bdnn. apts. for fall. Includes
heat, DW, micro., NC, blinds. 575 7th St. S. 252-9226.

2-BDRM. APTS.
very nice, newly remodeled, $275
-$295/mo. ea. 1-yr. lease. 1 blk. to
campus. Call Greg, 267-3291,
251-4160, N/A255·1274.

SINGLE ROOMS
in house avail. Renting for spring,
summer, fall. Call 203-3150, leave a
message.

AVAIL LG. SINGLE ROOMS
also 1-and 2-bdrm. apts. On bus
line. Riverside Properties, 2518284, or251-9418.
.

8 BDRM. HOUSE FOR WOMEN
keyed -rooms, laundry, parking,
walking distance. Carla 252-9839.

5-BDRM. STUDENT HOUSE
~;~0; _roommates. Call limothy,

SPRING, SUMMER, & FALL
tired of the noise and congestion?
We have large, private rooms, with
cable TV, laundry, parking, and a
GREAT location! Call for details.
Bob 251-8211.

FAIR WINDS
drive a little, save a lot!! 3-bdrms.,
1300 sq. ft., DW, micro., NC, cable.
Only $575. $100 off. 654-8300.

RAVINE APTS.
fall of 1998. 253-7116.
4-BDRM. APTS.
$195/10-mo. lease, $175/12 mo.
lease. Heat and basic cable
included. 259-9673, Ccurrier Prop.
3-BDRM. APTS.
very nice, $245 each, 1-yr. tease,
1 blk to campus. Call Greg, 2673291, 251-4160 N/A255-1274/ "
NOW LEASING '98 - '99
large 2-bdrm. apts. free off-str.
parking, laundry, micro., near
Halenbeck Hall. $220/mo.12-mo.
lease, $240/mo. 10-mo. lease. Call
Glen at 251-0029, if no answer
leave message.
MICHIGAN PLACE
1,2,3-bdrm. spacious, French
balconies. 2 baths. Quiet S.E.
location. On bus line. Heat pd .
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
SINGLE ROOM MALE/FEMALE
$190/mo. Avail. immediately. 1 blk.
to campus, nice! Call 267-3291, or
251-4160.
WEST CAMPUS II
2, 4-bdnn. apts. wrth 2 large baths,
DW,NC. Close to campus. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
STATESIDE APTS.
4-bdrm. apts. & studios. Newer
carpet and paint, DW, heat pd.,
parking, garages. E.P.M. 251-6005.
METROVIEW APTS.
Two and 3-bdrm., close to SCSU,
decks, DW, heat pd., NC, security

~~;~~~~. ~~~~~41 :_rverside

Prop.

LARGE Slt,\GLE ROOM
with, private bathr00m and NC for
the older student. Util. included.
706 - 6th Ave. S. 252-9226.
SOUTHVIEW APTS.
anractwe 2-bdrm. apts. heat pd.,
OW,_ micro., NC, intercom entry,
parking. E.P.M. 251-6005.

HOUSES ONLY 5 LEFT.
groups ol 5 to 12. D~n 251-1925.
" . $100 SUMME~,BATES
S.E. and campus locations. Call
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
10 BDRM. HOUSE
~ear college. Washer/dryer, util.
included. Ott-street parking. 2403557.
STOP LOOKING !!
sign today: 1-4-bdrms. Summer
~~~S~ous locations. Call today:
HOUSE FOR WOMEN
5 openings. 1 blk. from ,campus on
6th. Heat, m~ro., TV, telephone in
each bdrm. 240-0679, 250-0679.
NOW RENTING FOR THE 1998-99
school ye~r.
251-1814 or
scsuhousing.com.
Campus
Management.
2 OR 3-BDRM. APTS.
in a house. Sept. or June '98.
Private kitchen and bathroom. Nonsmoking, no pets. 253-5340.

76

FEMALE SUBLEASER
$190/mo., negotiable. Close to
campus, heated garage $30
(opli?n~l), heat, water, g,arbage._
park,ng~ ~~-..G;ill ?9~.ll:325·
STUDENT IIATIBDRM. FOR
RENT
in new hOme, open April 1. No
alcohol, or smoking allowed.
$275/mo. includes all util. A.G.,
washer/dryer.
Very
nice.
Responsible students ority. Call Jay
after 3 p.m. 612-379-3758.
2, 4-BDRM. APTS.
~e:r ~~ons. Call 259-9283,
1 ROOM EFFICIENCY .
avail. immediately. Util., cable
klcluded. 259-9434.
HALENBECK APTS.
2 full bathrooms in each apt. 4bdrm. units. Storage rooms avail.
259-9434.
UNIVERSITY APTS.
2 large bdrms. close to SCSU and
downtown, heat pd., DW. Rwerside
251-8284, 251-9418.

1-BDRM. APTS.
rsg~~~ve., avail. June, August.

M & M SUITES
1-room efficiency in clean, quiet
building. Utilities, cable included.
259-9434.

AMENITIES PLUS
UNIVERSITY NORTH
2, 3 and 4-bdrm., decks, heat pd.,
DW, NC. 1.5 baths, Riverside Prop.
251-8284, 251-9418.

UNIVERSITY PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
has 4-bdnn. apts. and 1 house for 5
women. Avail. all within 1 b!k. from
campus. 240-0679, 250-0679.

2 AND 3 BDRM. APTS.
for women. Heat, elec. pd. Parking,
laundry. Close , quiet. 253-0451.

3, 4-BDRM. APTS.
9 locations' to choose from. Decks,
garages, 2 full baths, free parking.
And much more. 253-1154, Select
Properties.

2, 4 AND 5-BDRM. APTS
2 full baths, micro., OW, security,
heat pd. 259-9283, Ccurrier Prop.
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MALE OR FEMALE
roommate wanted for house near
downtown. Includes room, large
yard, huge kitchen, big living room,
satellite TV, laundry. $235/mo. Call
240-6988.
TOWNHOUSES SPLIT LEVEL
4-bdnn., many locations. 2-bdnn. 1
block from campus. 253-1154,
Select Properties.
M&MAPTS.
now renting for '98-'99 school year.
4-bdnn. apts., all freshly updated.
259-9434.
, HOUSING FOR GROUPS OF
5,6,7,9, 10,11 AND 12
cios.--to SCSU. Also, 1,2 and 3bdnn. apts. Dan 251-1925.
APTS. ARE GOING FAST
call today (251-1814) or see us on
the
web,
scsuhousing.com.
Campus Management.

PERSONAL ALARM
helps protect friends, family, or
yourself with an ear-splitting wail
activated by switch or pull pin. Uses
9-volt battery (not included). Choose
red or gray. $18.95 each, or take
advantage of our roommates
special: two or more alarms only
$14.95 each. Check or money order
to : Robert J. Roo
11925 7th st. N.E.
Dept: 1-SC
Mpls., MN 55434
In MN add 6.5% sales tax
HOW DO YOU LOOK IN A
SWIMSUIT?
lose weight lor summer. Call 2590248 (samples/ d~counts).
TYPING
fast, accurate and profe~ional.

240-2355.

SUBLEASER NEEDED!
for April and May. UVT complex.
Call Mollly at 612-576-1854.

SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Coivettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your area. Toll free 1•
800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings.

CONVENIENT HOUSES
close to SCSU and downtown,
locked bdRTIS., heat pd., spacious.
Riverside Property 251-8284, 2519418.

GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, your area. Toll free 1-800218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for current
listings.

IVY APTS.
4-bdnn. apts., DW, micro., security
and basic cable included. Heat pd.
259-9673, Courrier Prop.

WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.

CAMPUS SQUARE APTS.
on 5th Ave. across from SCSU. 4bdrm. apts. TV, telephone in each
bdrm. Security, DW, micro., heat.
240-0679, 250-0679.

FREE CASH GRANT!
College. Scholai'ships. Business.
Medical bills. Never repay. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 ext. G-3883.

~

many styles and locations. One call
rents it all! 253-1154, Select Prop.
1-BDRM. APT.
subleaser needed $370/month, 9mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, garbage, parking included.
Call 654-1854.
WE HAVE OVER 30 LOCATIONS
to choose from with 30+ years of
experience. 251-1814. Campus
Management.
WINDSOR WEST
4-bdrm. units and bi-levels. Two full
baths. DW, micros., security. Heat
paid. 253-1154.
SUBLET SPECIALS
large 4-bdrm units one block from
new library site on 4th Ave. DW,
micros., security, heat pd. 253-1154.

For Sale
FOR SALE:
canon 35mm cameras; standard
lens: canon flash; Chinar wide
angle lens; zoom lens 80 • 200mm,
~ather case; $300. 251-3350.
SELLING CAR
call 255-3732. $600.

Attention
WORKING BAND LOOKING FOR
BASSIST
call Ryan 203-8717, Chris 6546974.
RESUME SERVICE
student packages. 240-2355.

TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two·barbers;- att·cuts, walk-ins. 251·
7270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters and all other
students, $5. AU other weekdays,
$6.

Personals
J~SUS AND SATAN ARE
PRETEND
The anonymous "Tr" writes "How
utterly worthless is the tripe of the
anonymous coward.M Is that really
Jesus of Nazareth signing other
ads? TR, what would you do if you
knew who I was? Assault me with
Christian love? If . your religion is
immoral, then reject your religion. To
worship Jesus, the infinite torturer, is
to worship infinite evil, infinite
immorality, infinite hatred, infinite
cruelty. What you worship is a
reflection of you. Those who
threaten others with infinite torture
are terrorists (e.g. clergy, Jesus, Hell
Christ). Christianity is false.
Question all religion. Atheism is true.

Employment
HOW DOES $800/WK. EXTRA
INCOME
sound to you?? Amazing, profitable
opportunity. Send self-addressed
stamped envelope to: International
1375 Coney Island Brookfyn, ·'N.Y.
11230
FREE T-SHIRT +$1000
credit card fund-raisers for
fratemtties, sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping $51
VISA applk:ation. Call 1·800-9320528 X 65. Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRl
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ATTENTION STUDENTS!!
The St. Cloud Children's Home is
accepting applications for part.time
and full-time Counselors. SCCH
works with a diverse pqpulation of
adolescents from throughout the
stae of ,MN. Afternoon, evening,
bvemight, and weekend hours avail.
Applk:ants must be 21 yrs. of age.
Starting rate for overnight positions:
$7.47, other positions: $8.21.
Includes pd. vacation; holiday, and
health insurance. Located near
campus. Ideal positions for Human
Service majors! Applications are
avail. at Catholic Charites, St. Cloud
Children's Home, 1726 7th Ave. S.,
St. Cloud, MN 56301. EEO/AA

SUMMER CAMP STAFF
enjoy working and playing outdoors
with childrer). Swimming, campfires,
kayaks, climbing wall and water
trampoline. Co-ed youth camp
located 30 minutes SW of
Minneapolis seeks 40 men and
women.
Certified
lifeguards,
program counselors, envir. ed.
assis~nts, and arts and crafts
instructor.
10-12
wks.
of
employment start June 13. Must be
18 or older. Training provided.
Salary plus room and board.
Preference given to college
students - internships welcome.
Call for app. or interview, 612. 4748085.

GREEN MILL

HOW VALUABLE IS YOUR
TIME?
earn $500 to $HXX> from home this
month wort<ing 1 hr. /day. Call 2590248.

delivery/dispatch. Earn an average
or $10 • $15/hr. Please contact Mike
or app~ with. 259-6455.
DO YOU ENJOY DRIVING? ARE
YOU EFFECTIVE AT
COMMUNICATING WITH YOUNG
PEOPLE? WOULD YOU LIKE TO
EARN ABOVE AVERAGE
WAGES FOR PART-TIME
WORK?
District 742 Community Schools is
accepting applications for school
bus operators. Morning and
afternoon route positions avail. 7 • 9
a.m. and 2 - 4 p.m., with a variety of
field trip work possible. We provide
shuttle service between our location
and SCSU with a starting wage of
$8.79 per hr. plus benefits. If you
answered yes to the above
questions and have a good driving
record, we want to tiear from you.
Apply at District 742 Schools, 628
Roosevelt Rd., St. Cloud, MN
56301, or call us at 320-253-9370.
SUMMER CAMP EMPLOYMENT
Northern Minnesota- co-ed camp
seeks enthusiastic, fun and
dedicated counselors who enjoy
working with kids in the outdoors.
Instructors needed in Archery,
sailingboard, camping trips, diving,
fencing, riflery, sailing, swimming,
tennis, water skiing. Rep at March
26th Job Fair Contact Camp Foley
1-218-543-6161
or
staff@campfoley.com
or
www.campfoley.com
EARN UP TO $20/ $40 HR.
sales aggressive studerit needed to
market/ manage credit card
promotion of Fortune 500 company.
Work your own hrs. No travel
required. Call 1-800-645-9052.
RIVERBOAT CREW
come aboard Mississippi Riverboats
this summerl Boat, office, & photo
crew needed for passenger vessels
in St. Paul & Mpls. Full time
seasonal positions avail. April thru
October; variety of hours. Start
$7/hr. Padettord Packet Boat Co.,
Harriet Island, St. Paul, MN 55107.
227-1100 or 1-800-543-3908.
ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
fishing industry. Excellent earnings
& benefits potential. All major
employers. Ask us how! 517-324·
3115 ext. A56811.
WIN A BIG SCREEN TV OR MAID
SERVICE FOR A SEMESTER
while raising money for your student
organization. Earn up to $5 per Visa/
MasterCard application. The first 50
groups to complete the fund-raiser
receive FREE MOVIE PASSES'
Call lor details. 1-800-932-0528 x
75.
$1,500 WEEKLY
potential mailing our circulars. Free
infonnation. Gall 410-783-8275.

SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
no experience necessary. Part time,
6:45 • 8:30 a.m: and 2 - 4:15 p.m.
Paid training. $8.50 • $10.50/hr. Call
Spanier Bus service 251-3313 for
more information.
$1,000s POSSIBLE-TYPING
part time. At home. Toll Free 1-800218-9000 Ext. T- 3883 for listings.
NANNIES!
live-in positions with Prescreened
Nationwide Professional Families.
Top salaries. Benefits. 1-yr.
commitment! Nannies Elite. Call
Sandy. 1-800-726-3965.
CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR
JOBS
excellent earnings & benefits
potential in seasonal/year-round
positions. World Travel (Hawaii,
Alaska, Mexico, Caribbean, etc.).
Ask t:JS how! 517·324-3091 - ext.
C56811.
MINNESOTA CHILDREN'S CAMP
located. among tall pines and clear
lakes, seeks counselors and
instructors for summer '98.
Openings for counseling director,
program director, horseback riding,
sailing, water skiing, art and tennis.
For an application call 1-800-451·
5270 or e-mail cbgwc~uslink.net
HELP WANTED
men/women earn $375 weekly
processing/ assembling Medical I.D.
cards at home. Immediate
openings, your local area. No
experience necessary, will train. Call
Medicard 1-541-386-5290 Ext.
118M.

3883 for listings.
SPRING BREAK '98
free food and drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida
from $399 and up. Organize a small
group & travel.- FREE! Highest
commissions & lowest prices! Call
Surf & Sun Tours to become a
campus rep. 1-800-574-7577.
500 SUMMER JOBS/ 50 CAMPS/
· YOU CHOOSE!!
NY, P~. New England. instructors
needed: Tennis, roller-hockey,
basketball,
lifeguards,
wsi,
baseball, gymnastics, 'Sailing, etc.
Arlene Streisand, 1·800-443-6428;
516-433-8033.
EARN $750 - $1,500/WEEK
raise all the .money your student

Pi~~fra~;;~so~Y ~i~~i~~r~~
investment & very little time needed.
There's no obligation, so why not
can for infonnation today. Call 1·
800-323-8454 x95.

Notices
GET INVOLVED WITH STUDENT
GOVERMENT
we are currently accepting
applications. For th~ student
services 'chair position. Apply in
Atwood 116, by 4 p.m. on Monday,
March 23rd.

IMMUNIZATION
Steams County Public Health will
be sponsoring its monthly
Immunization Clinics in conjunction
with WIC clinics in the St. Cloud
area. The vaccine is provided by the
Minnesota Department of Heahh for
use in public clinics. There is a $6 per . · immunization
donation
requested and Medical Assistance
and Minnesota Care can be billed
for those who are eligible.
Appointments are not required but
are requested. To s_chedule an
appointment, please call Steams
County Public Health at 656-6155
or, if long distance, 1·800-450·
5893.
GREAT MUSIC, GREAT STORY!
FREE INTERACTIVE
MULTIMEDIA CD-ROM
"A FATHER & TWO SONS," a story
of love & forgiveness. Order on the
web at: www.loveofchrist.org

SELll'lG A CAR??

TRY THE ( 11/iO\f( I I
( ll/ .?-;,.;oWi

r------- --------------,
&,4'?T ,4,N eoN'~ :I

'·

Tanning Salon
Experience the best!

10
TANS

$19.99
(plus tax)

• Hot lamps
Dare to Compare!
• Huge beds
• Clean, fun & friendly

654-8998

.L- __ C o u p ~ either location.

Expires 03/30/98. __
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Co-Rec Wiffleball League

New Season Brings New Events

The game is played much like
softball and allows eight players per
Softball League
team. 1be batting order will go man,
The annual SCSU Intramural
woman, man, woman, etc. Games
consist of seven innings. This league Softball League has started
aCcepting entries and wiil
provides an excellent opportunity to
continue to do so,up until 5 p.m.
get wanned up for the upcoming
on
April I. This is the most
softball season.
jX)pular event that Campus
Racquetball Doubles
Recreation offers.
Tourney
Last year the league was over
This Tournament is self-paced
100 teams strong between the
which a11ows teams to play according men and women. 1-800to their schedules. Three divisions
COLLECT will be SjX)nsoring
exist to meet everybody's needs. If
the league, and captains will
you're interested in playing, but don't receive a free T-shirt.
have the proper equipment, we have
The captains' meeting for
the necessary gear including racquets, softball will be held on Thursday,
balls, etc. All is free with a St. Cloud April 2 at 5 p.m. Schedules will
State University validated student ID be discussed along with rules and
Matches will consist of the best two
general infonnation'. Because of
out of three games, with the winners the number of teams instant
receiving the coveted Intramural
scheduling is being used. So
Champions T-Shirt.
don't wait to long to sign up or
you might not get the time you
want.
Fitness Coordinator Chris
Haukos is pleased to announce
that this year's spring incentive
program will officially kick off
on March 16. Haukos, who has
brought the fitness program to a
new level at SCSU has created a
great program with many
different prizes.
This spring's grand prize will
be a bt'and new
Raleigh Mountain
Bike. Through out the
course of the year the
number of participants has
increased and the program
continues to grow.
· The spring Program will have
a"little different flavor compared
to the last two quarters. Haukos
has designed the program so it
,..;ill allow two individuals to earn
points together for exercise.
However, if you prefer to
participate in the program by
yourself, that is fine to.
The program is run by using

Monday, March 16, 1998

Advertisement

the honor system. You pick up
an activity sheet at the Campus
Rec office and aJ the end of the
week you record your ix>ints
earned. Participants earn their
points by receiving one point for
every fifteen minutes of an activity.
Sue~ activities include; walking,
running, aerobics, swimming,
weight lifting, cycling, row:ing, and

5 on 5 Basketball

Tournament
The weekend of March 28 and
29 will be an exciting one for
intennural basketball teams.
Pepsi and Citibank will be
sponsoring the 5 on 5 tourney.
Entries for the tournament will be
due on Thursday, March 19 by 5
p.m. The tournament will be open
to the first 18 Men's teams and·the
first six Women's teams to sign lip.
Games will 0C played in the
Halenbeck main gym. The
tourney will 0C conducted using
the National Federation of High
School rules with intramural
adoptions.
Teams will be placed in three
team JX>OIS and after three games
seeds will be awarded so single
elimination can start. Direct
questi'ons answered at 255-3325.
all those that were involved in
the winier incentive program, also
known as the cartoon-a-thon.
The Green Lantern, Hefty
Smurf, Yosimite Sam, Sonic the
Hedgehog, Betty, ligger, Wilma,
She Ra, Popeye, Roo, and Rafiki
all did a great job during the
winter. These people who were
portrayed by their cartoon names
still ha:ve prizes that
they have yet to claim.
They may be picked u
at the Campus Rec.
Office.
If you want t'o look your best
for the warm weather, if it ever
gets here, the Spring Incentive
Program is the way to go. Any
questions regarding the program
can be answered by contacting the
Campus Rec. web site, or by
contacting Chris at the CampuS
Rec office at 255-3325. We hope
you take advantage of this
wonderful program, because it
makes exercising a little easier.

SPRING INCENTIVE
PROGRAM STARTING SOON
racquetball. You may also receive
a ix>int for a half an hour of
activities such as team sports and
low intensity activities.
Everyone that participates will
be eligible .to win the grand prize,
plus the opjX)rtunity to win weekly
prizes.
Although the recent
temperatures have made spring
seem farther away is, this program
provides an excellent way to keep
on track. Haukos would like

The End of an Era
e

As the SChool year winds down so do the events at Campus
Recreation. This will be the last fine advertisement that comes to you
from yours truly. I would like to take this time to thank all my die-hard
readers, for without your support I would have never been able to put
together these creative ads. Many times through out the course of the
year I have sweat bullet} trying to make the Chronicle's deadline, but I
al~ays found a way to get it done because of you, the die-hard readers.
As my time here at SCSU comes to an end I start to tear up because of
all the memories I have made. Even though I only managed to win one
I-shirt in my five year career, it was probably the proudest moment of
my life. I would like to thank all my co-workers and a special thanks to
Brad Pickle who allowed me the opportunity to create these paid
advertisements. On a special n9te I would like to thank Jack Olson for
all of his fine quotes he has given me (Go Dawgs). For those of you
that are still looking for that first shirt, talk to Jim Steel. He and his PX
Liqucir teammates will show you how to win!

Paid

Frisbee Golf League

Softball Tournament
Enjoy a sunny afternoon
playing softball in our annual
spring tourney. The tourney will
be a one day event on Saturday,
Api:il 25.
Entries for the tourney will be
due on Wednesday, April 22 by 5
p.m. Don't mi ss out.

Carp Classic
Possibly the finest fishing
tournament in the mid-west, the
Carp Classic will be held on
Sunday, May 3. Fishing will start
at 9 a.m. and go until 4 p.m.
Prizes will be awarded for longest,
heaviest, smallest, and ugliest carp.
Registration will be handled on
site. Don't forget to bring your
pole arid license. Riverside Park
by the dam will be the location
used. Any questions regarding any
events may be answered by calling
255-3325.

In conjunCtion with the St.
Clou!'.1 Frisbee Golf League
Campus Recreaticin is proud to be
a part of the league. The League
Wmstart on March 20 and go
through May 13. The League will
play at Riverside Park on Fridays
at 5:30 p.m. For those of you
unfamiliar with Frisbee golf, you
use a fri sbce that is a little heavier
then_nonnal and try to simply
throw it into a large metal device
that is big enough for the frisbee to
go in to. This is also known as the
hole. Riverside Park is one of the
top courses in the state of
Minnesota and has he!~ a number
of state tournaments. The layout
is around the river in a wooded
area and provides a great nature
setting. The entry fee consists of
fifteen dollars and you receive a
free disc and a mini disc for your
own personal use. 'Frisbee Golf is
easy fun for everybody.

'98
Intramural
Champions
Preseason Hockey:
Team: PX Liquor
Pre.wason Basketball:
Women's: Fatts
Men's: Shockers
Three Point Shootout:
Women's: Kari Brolsma
Men's: Joe Knudtson
Preseason Boot Hockey:
Team: Dawgs

~~:: B~cx::al : ~

League Basketball:
Women's A: Kid Hoopsters
Men's A: Stone Cold
Women's B: Anongnoas
Men's B: Matt Fish

Indoor Soccer:
Women's: Chunky Bunnies
Mens: Kami Kaze
Co-Rec: Torno Dachi
Boot Hockey League
Women's: Team Hooters
Mens A: PX Liquor
Mens B: New Muppets
4 x 4 Co-Rec Volleyball:
A League: Off Frequently
B League: Stewarts Studs
Badminton:
Women's: Tan Sau Hunn
Mens: Bradley Bichlir

ID
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AHEADat

CAMPUS REC
Co-Rec Wiffleball
Entries Due: Wed, March 18
Play Begins: Mon, March 23

Spring Disc Golf League
Entries Due: Wed, March 18
Play Begins: Fri, March 20

Racquetball Doubles

Tourney
Entries Due: Mon, March 23
Play Begins: Wed, March 25

Softball League
Entries Due: Wed, April I
Play Begins: Mon, April 6

Softball Tournament
Entries Due: Wed, April 22
Play Begins: Sat, April 25

Carp Classic
Entries Due: Time of Event
Play Begins: Sunday, May 3

Tennis Singles

Tournament
Entries Due: Mon, May 4
Play Begiiis: Wed, May 6

Office of Sport FacilitiesCampus Recreation
A tradition of excellence and opportunity
w,w.stclru:13tate.e:hl-m:,p:rt

